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has returned to his
tainly
niHi 1tIn the country which home at Rlnlr
Itaton from a visn m
hnnptlv
nffnlrm
I. ....... l,r.t
need fear the Inauguration of such a Louis.
Attorney A. n. Tlenehan. of Santa
plnn a Is proposeil hy the president
j- but even honest roads are sorioumy I Fe. was an AlDUtjuerquo
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of leirlslntlon
n.ennce.1 hy spasms
which have been no numerous of lute
Alex Wersonlck has returned to
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tions' of the law. and become unduly sickness of a
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Mrs. Olive Newhouse. who has re- tho rocult hlTiir
roads alike become ths objects of- I sided at Raton for some time, has
their hostility without rliscrlmlna- I gone to Clifton, Kan.
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;ooper Explains Reason For Remarkable Average of Boston

J

Callers.

1

5sl

?D

9m
U,

street, Chelsea,
During Xj. T. Cooper's recent stay 67 Bloomlngdale
Jle says:
n Boston, it Is estimated that sixty- - Mass.
five thousand people talked with him
"For five years I have sought reand purchased his medicine. This lief for Indleestlon. stomach trouble
is an average of over two thousand and dyspepsia, spending nearly
all
a day.
my wages with doctors and obtainI had dull pains
so phenomenal as ing no results.
His success
to cause universal comment both by across my back, radiating to the
I
headaches,
splitting
press,
had
shouMers.
There
the public and the
must be a reason for this. Here Is w hich nothing seemed to cure. There
the reason given In his own words was a gnawing and rumbling In myI was trouby Mr. Cooper when Interviewed on stomach and bowels.
bled with vertigo and dizziness, and
the subject. Heald:
tim.'S almost overcome oy arowsi- "The Immon.o nmhers of t.eonle '
who are calling on me here in Boston ness.
Is not unusual. I have had the same
"I felt tired and worn out all the
experience for the past two years time, my sleep was not refreshing,
Is
reason
and I would get up In the morning
wherever I have tune. The
a simple one. It is becauso my med- - feeling as weary as when I went to
bine puts the stomach in good con- - bed. uly appetite was variable
un ravenous at times, then again nau
dltlon. This does not sound
usual, but It ia In fact the key to seated at the sight of food. Some
health. The stomach Is the very times my face was pale, at other
foundation of life. I attribute 90 per times Hushed. I was constipated and
cent of all sickness directly to the bilious, and ha'd catarrhal affection
In nose and throat, which caused me
stomach.
re to hawk and spit a great deal, es"Neither animals nor men can ap
pecially in the morning. I heard so
main wpll with a poor digestive
paratus. Few can be sick with a di- much of the Cooper remedies that I
After taking
As a decided to try them.
gestion In perfect condition.
tapeworm 50 feet long
matter of fact, most men and wom- one bottle, a my
system. I felt bet
en today are half-sicIt Is because passed from
too much food and too little exercise ter almost Immediately. All my trou
disappeared
as
If by magic, and
bles
stomach
gradually
forced the
have
condition. My medi my Improvement was rapid. I now
Into a half-sic- k
cine gets the stomach back where It feel entirely well, and can honestly
was, and that Is all that Is neces- recommend 'Mr. Cooper's medicine to
anyone
suffers as I did.
sary."
medicines
We sell
the Cooper
Among Boston peoDle who are
staunch believers In Mr. Cpoper's which give universal satisfaction. J.
Co.,
Central.
O'Rielly
H.
and
Second
theory, is Mr. Frank D. Brown, of

to furnish the
Just received a large
assortment
of linoleums and

It
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hf ,
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Wool fringed
English
china cups and saucers
and
dinner plates 7.5 cents a aet.
Brass custaln rods lOo and up.
Window shades, 25c and up.
floor

oil

cloth

Tugs from 25c and up.

Cash or Payments
COPYRIGHT.
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GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER
Phone 8.

Ciai. afellal, kerttsrr
-

Bickeckl. Traumro.

neMOrs to

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

k0p vrytblng la

stock f offf Iht
taett fastidious bar oompltti j

South,

,!,..

8

Hav bean appo'ntatf exclusive agent In th
ft Jn, S.
chlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Loul A. B. C Breweries; Yllwton,
Green River, V. H. McBrayr' Cedar Brook, Loul Hunter, T.J. Mn
arch, and other standard arutida of whltkle to numru t mtntlen.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat aell th straight article as received by a from tie Ve . .laariea.
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United fctat 3. Call sal
ai
rUe kiss.
Stock and Prlci, or writ for Illustrated Cftalujao aa
Issued to dealers only.

lztt

A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you par by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

1

1

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

eaft-bou-

BUILDERS

AND

FINISHERS

SUPPLIES

Sherwin-William- s
Paint None letNative and Chicago Lumber.
Building Paper, Plaster, ' Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash. Doors, Ktc
Etc., Etc,

ter.

J.

423 South First

C. BALDRIDCE

READ
OUR

AD VER TISERfi ENTS

't

n

doc-tor- .

i

YOU CAN SAVE

!

WEIGHT?

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI V SIOMI.
WHOLIBALK DKALKR9 IN

"

V,

liiTIiS

CO.

Consolidated Liquor Company

n-j-

Cured of Colds and Croup by
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.

qiT"-- -'

J. D. Katla, President
O. GlomL Vie Prealdmr.

-

LOSING

Everything

.

hiouiitvI'1toio(W house.

I
promoted
the Estancla
to the position left
William Mcintosh,
- valley sheep raiser, registered at the
timekeepVsprlnjr,
Tlerney,
John
and
Rails have been laid the entire er, takes tne place or lmei.
hotel in Santa e yesieraay.
length from Helen west to Hio Puer- Anderson, of Albuquerque,
In cialr
new
Major W. H.
On.,.rnor Curry.
and as last the service of the santa
to on the Helen cut-of- f. completion
oeen
,
, Cautan jj. j, Leahy
,
fe.nas
of ........ t
.
1, ... w. ..
.
I
1
tVi
,1 41
week witnessed the
...
....
....
i.ii.iri:-.-ii'i,ul"":o
guests
of the iDOitt nouse mi
Helen east to Texlco, cancy made by Anderson's promo- the line from
a thorough
vvasniiigion.
inaugurated
officials
of
service
Spring
leaves the
tlon.
beJudge A. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe,
freight and passenger service
.),
sHni- - Fe onlv temnorarv. It Is
tween Helen and Vaughn Sunday.
v I, .In the has gone to Aztec on business. Ju ge
t.rolm
will
he
ihn,,,ht
trains a day on the
There
In the ofllces of the road at Abbott Is attorney
eut-of- f.
Thev are mixed trains, made force
Indians of New Mexico,
Lrfis Angeles.
op of freight cars and one or two
O. I). Olmslead. special agent for
passenger coaches. The train going
i
M. Weber
oftlce at .Santa r e.
roundhouse foreman, jne general
east leaves Jielen every morning Bt and Engineers Bryant and i.yncn. has returned land
capital ciiy irom
the
to
6
Vaughn
at
arriving
at
1 o'clock,
went to Socorro Sunday telling their a business trip to Raton
leaves,
west
train
evening.
The
In the
friends they were going duck hunt
TTurl Mummer
nt
rnt.A nnifn..a
Vaughn at 7 a. m- - arriving at Heng. Yesterday at the s nops vv.60en ouadaluoe county, has been discos
very quiet
len at 5 P. m.
were
,
Brvant
and
Hfter November 30th
Work on the uncompleted part of heir hunting trip, l.ynch consented will dbe .rBtrollll
supplied from Sunnytilde.
Is progressing rapidly and to talk, however, and from him It
the cut-oIt Is announced that the contractors was learned that all the hunting tne I John Waterworth, who has been
onbolnted a forest guard on the Kan
will have It finished and the entire
line will be In operation by Febru- few yards of their camp lire, quite a Francisco national forest, has gone
ary 1. Langlry & harp completed distance from the haunts of the to mgsian, Jnx., to repoi 1 lor uuijr
their contract from Belen east to ducks .Weber was still stiff from
Mr. and Mrs Walter M. Taber, of
Texico Saturday and left Belen.
Glorieta, were In Santa Fe yesterday.
the cold yesterday
contract
the
of the
Grant Brothers have
Mr. Taber Is the manager
for the work from Belen westJaldto Rio
At 3 p. to., yesterday every wheel
Mercantile and Livestock
the on the Burlington stopped for five oiorleta
Halls have been
Puerco.
company.
CIMARRON WILL HAVE
19 PENSIONS FOR
entire distance connecting with the minutes and every employe ceased
John D. Barnes, manager of the
coast lines, but no ballasting has been his work out of respect to the mem oftlce
Wells-Farg- o
Express
of
the
done yet. Orartt Brothers are work- ory of C. E. Perkins, former presl company at Kanta Fe, has returned
ing about 150 men now.
NEW MEXICO VETERANS
NEW MAIL SERVICE
dent Til founder
Okla.,
where h
Stillwater,
Three engines re working on bal- whose funeral took fi tSDt"wit' from
spent a vacation of several weeks,
dlf-1
lasting alone now. Eighty miles have wood. Mass.. at that time. riu
The
Mrs. J. J. Goutchey, who was op
eastern, central
been ballasted on the first division ference between
Ulax
lUdlnxul Has Dlspliuvd Old Star DcicKate Andrews Has Rccrlvrd No
and there are thirty miles yet to bal- and mountain time was guaged and erated upon recentlyFe,athasDr.recover
at Santa
tice of Muro KCKUltSj of 111.4
lastRoute New Dairy for That
for five minutes the Burlington was sanitariumthis
sufllclently
been,
to
able
ed
have
will
Vaughn
Untiring Effort.
at
house
Hustling Town IIu.i Been
The round
still
afternoon to return to her home.
Started.
be completed In two weeks and ready
an
As
additional evidence of Jhe
H. X. Allison, engineer of engine
for use. Work has commenced on
The following have been appointed
Cimarron, N. M., Nov. 12. (Spe- go9d work he Is doing for his conHarrey house at Vaughn. No. 1845, and Joe O'Neil, his tire- - notaries- - public .by Acting Governor
the
engineer Nathan Jaffa: A. James McDonald cial.) Rev. B. T. James, presiding stituents. Delegate W. H. Andrews
uevington,
man: Charles
( Clayton, Union rfounty; Joseph J
elder of the southern M. E. church has been notified by the department
of .o. 149. and w. N. ,wrown, nis
IXHBLK TRACK COMPI.KTED
for the northern part of New Mex- that nineteen pensions have been
IN KAt.LK HIVKH CAN VOX nreman. arrived at me snops eaiur-- 1 I York, of Tucumcarl, Quay county,
,
to New Mexico veterans.
engines
ico, preached at this place and held granted
night
day
from
with their
.j.
the
The work of double-trackin- g
Rev. This makes the" list to the credit of
for nlne Inspec- - notarle!, publlc by Governor Curry quarterly conference Sunday.
main the Helen cut-o- ff
Eagle River Canyon on the
has his headquarters at Mel- the untiring efforts of New Mexico's
line of the Denver and Rio Grande, terday morning.
Jessie Crouse, of Roy, Mora county James
he has a fine delegate a long one. The new penanl, Emmett
of
Roswell rose, N. M., where
tatton.
Just west of Leadville, la now comreports that on a sions are as follows:
He
homestead.
county.
pleted.
The contractors, the PhilChav'es
T
cnllv.. division storekeeDer
J. M. Shields, Perea, $12 per month
stretch of fifty miles along the new
lips Construction Company and
T. J. Butler, special agent of the Belen-Texlc- o
mnile an insnectlon trlD over the I
railway, there are not from March 8. 1907.
Gara, who commenced work a little first
I general
headquarters
office
with
land
per
week,
$12
Oeorge
last
divisions
and
second
preachers who
Carter. Raton,
over a year ago, have finished their returning to Albuquerque Sunday I in Washington, arrived in hanta e less than a dozen by
the climate month from'Marchi 14, 1907.
attracted
been
have
contract, and one of the greatest enunnay ana registered at tne I'aiace
Candelaria fc. de Chaves, Las Vegfree land.
gineering feats of the year has been night.
hotel. Mr. Butler is here on a con andW. A. Logan has started a dairy. as, $8 per month and 2 additional
successfully accomplished. The new
- fldentlal mission.
In
Ross,
roadmasA.
the
clerk
P.
a
mile for each of her four minor children,
The ranch will be located
second track built through the nar ter's omce, has returned from a
Eugene G. Conroy, railway postal west of the depot, and he will put from March 4. 1907.
row EagU River Canyon has cost hunting trip In the Sandla moun- Kelly, $13
Mary M. Hammond.
clerk on the Barita Fo Central rail milk wagons onttha road.
more than S100.000 per mile to con
way. has reported to the Albuquer
B. P. William of Raton, Is a new per month from December 17, 1904.
struct, but the relief afforded by this tains.
"
Pe, $12
Montoya.
Santa
postotflce.
Manuel
railway
Lumber
His employe of thi Cimarron
great improvement, by which trains
operator
Shoemaker,
per month from March 4, 1907.
line company.
. -- at the place on the Santa
can be more easily operated over the i R. X...i..i.
i
j
...
nn.i,....
Chapel D. Hill, Carlsbad. $15 per
Mrs. walker, wile or Dr. Horatio
ha, not been filled as yet
steep grade on the west side of Ten- rm.n. ..iCu
from October 9, 1907.
I
nessee Pass, will be worth many
John W. Dorman, forest ranger on Walker, left Tuesday morning for a- month
Mtguel Munos, Sanchez. $15 per
New
Burnsold
Islt at her
home at
I the Jemes
times the cost of construction.
forest,
national
who
has
ARRIVALS.
IIOTEli
month from March 5, 1907.
Ick.
I been a patient
In the five miles of canyon work
at St. Vincent s sanl
aIvhtu.Io.
Christie, formerly
Oomecindo Ortis y Ortiz, guardian,
I
Miss Margaret
there are three tunnels, with a total
several
Fe
for
at
tarium
Santa
Bulger,
Sidney
E.
J.
J.
Omaha:
length of 800 feet, being 100. 300 and Abel. Chicago; E. B. Parsons, Los (Weeks suffering from mountain fever. f this place, was wedded at Grand Tecolote, $8 per month and $2 addiaplds, 'Mich., to George R. Fryman, tional for minor children, feom, June
400 feet, respectively. There are five Angeles; S. H. Exter. New York; J. I m now convalescent and able to be
con
Mr. Pry man is 29. 1907.
f Johnstown. Pa.
steel bridges with
Edwards, tft. d,ouls; S. M. Sutton, out or doors.
Aztec,
$12
Henry H. Knowiton,
crate floor slab, with ballast under S.
also well knownl In this county.
Louis;
R.
D.
St.
Junta;
Yoakum.
La
Fe,
c.
M.
Surfus,
has
of
Santa
Cimarron has a new saloon, at the per month from March 5, 1907.
the track of crushed rock. The steel
Baxter. Kansas City; A. D. cepted a olerical position with the corner
' girders are probaby
per
Jennings,
Roswell,
$12
James
streets.
the heaviest Pollock,L. Washington:
Tenth'
Lincoln
of
and
C. Beteson, San John Bcker eomnanv at Belen and
ever used in bridge construction. The Marclal; F. T. Beckett,
month from IMarch 5. 1907.
H. K. Grubbs U the proprietor.
City;
Silver
wm
assume
days
eave
to
in
a
few
Byron A. Knowles, Deming, $12
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitney are
track Is laid with new steel rolledcom-by w.
nogan, Jjenver; a. wanisiaD. h Is new dut es. Mr. urfus was for
a visit from their niece, per month from March 11. 1907.
the Colorado Fuel and iron
R. Putchett, St. Louis; B. Rosen-- 1 merlv bookkeeper for the Santa Fe enjoying
pany at the Pueblo plant, with tie M.
iMargaret
John E. Allison, Lake Arthur, $12
Miss
Dawson.
berg, wife and daughter. New York; I Hardware and Supply company.
plates and entirely new track ma Chas.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & per month from March 13, 1907.
E.
Smith,
H.
. Taylor,
Dallas:
Engineer
Territorial
Vernon L. Pacific railway has secured the con- John C. Kleplnger, White Oaks,
terial throughout.
The new line Beaver Dam, Wis.; Edward M. May
'
or
Sullivan has gone fo Deming and ract for carrying the mails between $5 per month from March 1, 1907.
which is used for the
Milwaukee; John T. Johnson,
uphill haul reduces the grade from well.
.
.
I other
points
In
Quintana
New
de Armijo,
Met
Antonia
southern
has
The
mail
and
Cimarron.
Raton
'
I tco.
S.S per cent to 2.3 per cent and the Washington. D. C; C.
a gauging
He will establish
een carried up to this date by a Pecos, $8 per month from May 25,
Francisco.
San
station on the Rio iMimbres for the tar route. The mall route between 1907.
curvature is also greatly lessened
purpose of ascertaining the flow of prlnger and Cimarron Is also dis
John Jackson, Springer, $20 per
"Sturgos,
He expects to be absent continued. The postoftiee at Rayado month from March 23, 1907.
VICE PREMIKXTS TO MEET
Mrs. J. J. White, Los. Lunas; B. the stream. days,
Henry C. Motley, Eastview, $12
ON CVll llllti; AltGl.MEXT
has been discontinued and the pat- King, Cutter: J. O. Hulling, Los for several
Chicago. 111.. Nov. 12. A call has E.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa's ons of that office will be served per month from April 3, 1907.
Lunas; F. G. Bartlett, Socorro; T.
been Issued for a conference, of the J. Curran.
I
Patrick McLaughlin, Socorro, $15
Cooney.
M.; Chas. A. first official act as acting governor from Cimarron and Springer.
per month from March 4, 1907,
operating vice presidents of all the Telcht, Nek Tlsbon, N.Wis.;
I during the absence from the territory
N.
W.
Bentley, Las Palomas,
railroads In the United States, to be Berger, Belen; C. K. Aneny, Chicago; lor Governor Curry was the appoint-W- .
Alexander
A Good Liniment.
held In Chicago. November 20. for
When you need a good reliable $12 per month from March 19, 1907.
J. Storm. J. E. McDaniel. Wm. II ment of W. B, Bates, of Orogrande,
W.
Johnson,
the purpose of considering a new Touns.
James
,
Fort Bayard,
try Chamberlain's
Pain
J. B. Thomas. Salina. Kan.: I as an additional delegate from. New liniment
car hire agreement. It Is hoped that R. L. Baca.
Mexico to the tenth annual meeting Balm. It has no superior for sprains $12 per month from May 6, 1907.
Ames,
E.
Fe;
Santa
Geo.
'
agree
the railroads will be able to
tne American Mining congress at and swelling'. A piece of flannel
upon some measure which will In- Lamy; R. E. Curry, Denver; N. R. II or
dampened
with
slightened
Pain
To Cure a Cold In One Dny.
Jopiin, JUO.
jure the more prompt return of for- Wood, Los Angeles.
Balm Is superior to a piaster ror Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
fp. IHarrv V TYnll who wav fnr- - lame
eign cars jo their home roads and
Druggists refund money If
In
or
I
or
pains
side
Tablets.
back
the
nUYOy.
merlv Mlaa t.nnli UMov
Cunll
car
thereby reduce the
It also relieves rheumatic It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
K. Wendhaum. New York; Chas. I
Bri a ,narrA tr. m- - ti.ii' -- p. chest.
congestion.
possignature Is on each box. 25c.
ueieii. j. v. iiuicmnsun, Cently at her
In Pekln . Ill pains and makes sleep and rest
The conference Is the result of nrviriKiuii.
Angeies: iienry a. wood and wm De a ruest home
for a week of Mrs, sible. For sale byo all druggists.
failure to carry the proposition to ios
Benevolent As.
The
nyan,
nyan,
wue.
w.
r
Jtw iOH. McMillan of Santa F he- charge 15 penalty every time a car York. jonn
sociation will give a charity ball on
Prlc
us your ion want.
leaving
fore
for
her
future theBrln
Is loaded In the opposite
direction
very lowest and the work will Thanksgiving evening In the ball
home at Pines, where her husband
from the home road. It Is now proBuslnea room of the Elks' club. The public
Cin It.
Is stationed as a ranger on the Jemei stand inspection anywhere.
posed to adopt a submeasure.
Is cordially Invited.
H. M. Hanna, II. J. Everett. Pueb
and ral'ins curd a specialty.
national
forest.
lo, Colo.;
W. F. Cunningham. St.
isiiAxn
corxsFJi
kock
Louis; L. W.
Chicago; Sam
When the Stomach, Heart, or Ivld- FOR iOV ERX M EXT COXTROIi Denny, LeadvlIIe,Shock.
Colo.
r.ey nerves gee weaK. then these or
Prescott. Ariz.. Nov. 12. Robert
gans always fall. Don't drug the
Mather, general counsel of th Rock
Grand Central.
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Inland vs,em here, last night de
H. L. Creswlck. J. U
That Is simply a make
elared that he emphatically endorsed Las Vegas; G. H. Harris, San An Kidneys.
Get a prescription known to
policies
the
for
President Roosevelt's
H. H. Ortman, St. Louis; J. shifi.
tonio;
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'i
government regulation of railroads. A. yulgley. Ias Vegas.
uestorative.
The Restorative Is pre
"I believe." he said, "that a unipared expressly for these weak In
system
regulation
of
of federal
form
A Hard Iebt to Pay.
side nerves.
Strengthen
nerves,
railroads would be uuvuntugeous to
... , l. t- - these
UCHL
U. KlUUIUUe
UIAI
I,,, 1,1 , . ,
Jnc
Cl,.,m' Re
tablets or liquid and se
Clark. .r Westfield, Iowa. for my hov. Ui(.kly
he,p wl come. Frce
dt'a' ,hyi 1
K""S
tett
sent on request by Dr.
"'"rt
New Discovery
lungs were so s,,
l
Wis.
Your heilth
seriously affected that death seemed u ,ur;,y Kaclne.
wrth' this simple test. SolJ
ali jeaiers
A weak Htoiliatil. besides upsetting Imminent, when C I I. . commenced tjk- ..'13LII
I IIC
UII.IIIOU.S
the entire system, will cause you to Jill,
dry, .tV
hacking cough quit before the
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Chan. W. FairchlUi. of Fanta Fe,
In the city on business.
Judge J. H. JIcFIa has gone to
Altec to hold court.
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By buying Stoves, Ranges. Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

Backwoods Districts of Indian
Territory Are Fiercest
on Earth.
Mufkopee, I. T.. Nov. 12. Is it
more than the luw should permit to
allow a well bred, well educated girl
to teach school In the rushed auctions of Indian territory, where she
has to live In a house with two
rooms occupied by a large family
and teach children, half of whom are
Indians and cannot understand English until she teaches them?
For pure grit the girls who have
come from Missouri and Kansas to
Indian territory and taken positions
aa teachers of some of the day
have
schools for the government,
given striking example.
lit Is the policy of the government
to extend Its educational system Into the back woods sections as much
as possible. This means that schools
are sometimes thirty miles from a
Tallroad and In a section where there
has been practically no development.
Half of the people In the district
contiguous to the school are Indians.
The white residents are pioneers In
the back woods sense.
This Ono Hacked Out.
Down in the Chickasaw nation a
girl was assigned a school to teach.
The authorities had been petitioned
to establish a school and the patrons
The
had built a log schoolhouse.
petition showed that there
were
nearly forty children within reach of
the school. The teacher arrived and
commenced looking for a place to
board. She spent two days and the
only house the could find where
they would take a teacher to board
was a
house In which a
large family lived. There were two
beds, both In the same room. The
children were put in a pallet on the
floor and the teacher given their
bed.
She remained one night and
the next morning she sent word to
ths school authorities that the
would not teach the school. In one
of the schools of the Creek nation a
girl was assigned a school and when
ehe arrived she found that the only
place In the district where she could
get board was In a dugout.
A government school was established In the Seminole nation and an
unusually large number
of pupils
were scheduled. When the teacher
arrived she could not find a place
at which she could board. Supervisor Palwell was notified of the situHe promptly went to that
ation.
district and told them that they apparently did not want a Fchool and
he would rescind the order to establish one unless they provided a
good place for the teacher to board.
This got the desired result.
Tho Pny Is SnuUl Tiki.
The average salary received by
these teachers is from $36 to $50 a
month. They pay from three to four
dollars a week for room and board,
though In pome Instances they get
It as low as $6.00 a month. The
hardships that some of these teachers endure would appall anyone with
p
less grit and
uplrlt.
When they come to Indian territory
they usually do so because they need
the money. And when they get here
they usually do not come prepared
to go back immediately. The result
is they are determined to make it
go.
They are paid every three
months and they must teach that
long before they get their first pay
check. By the time three months
Tiave elapsed they usually have adjusted themselves to their surroundings and they will not give up then
until the school term closes.
Many
of the teachers are from colleges In
Kansas and Missouri.
never-give-u-

A Reliable Remedy

for Croup.
With the dry, cold weatner of the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert

for ominous symtoms. There is no
cause for anxiPty, however, when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is kept
in the home. If this medicine is
given as 60on as child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupv
cough has appeared, the attack may
be warded off. Mrs. S. Roslnthal, of
Turner. Michigan, Bays: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
It Is the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend it." For sale
by all druggists.
o
IjEGAL NlrTICE
Last will and testament of Jacob
Loobs, deceased, to Annie
Loebs.
executrix, Edith A. Loebs, Rov J.
loehs, 10. Raymond Loebs, Hilda M.
Iielm. Mary I.ouise Lnehs, Frances
it. Loebs and to all nhum it may
concern.
You are hereby notified that the
aliened List will ami testament of
J.icub Loebs. Lite of the county of
Bernalillo find territory of New Mexico, decea.-ed- ,
lias been produced
ami read In the probate court of the
county of Bernalillo,
territory of
at a regular term
New Mexico,
thereof, held on the fourth day of
November. 1907, and the d.'iy of the
proving of mi Id fillPReil Inst will anil
testament was by order of judge of
saKl court thereupon fixed for Monday, the iUh (lay of leceniber, A.
II. 1907, term of said court, at. 10
o'clock In the forenoon of said day.
(liven under my hand and the seal
of this court, this 4ih day of November, A. I). 190 7.
A. 1". WALKER.
(Heal)
Probata Clerk.
A ticking cough, from any cause
Is quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
Coimh Cure. Anu It is so thoroughly harmless and afe, that Dr. Shoop
telln mothers everywhere to give it
even to very
without
hesitation
young babies. The wholesome green
g
leaves uiui tender stems of a
mountainous Hhrub, furnish
the curative properties to
Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cure. It calms the
cough, and heals the sore and sensitive bronchial
No
membranes.
opium, no chloroform, nothing harh
lined to Injure or suppress.
Simply
B resinous plant extract,
that helps
to heal aching lungs. The Spaniards
ghrub
which the doctor
call this
"The Sacred Herb."
Demand
Dr. Shoop'.
Take no other. Sold
by all dealers.
lung-healin-

1

dinner ami society li'xch.
The Ladles' Aidditch

of the
Presbyterian church will give a dinner at noon, and a dutch lunch In the
evening, from 6 to i o'clock, Friday,
Nov. 22. in the parlors of th Presbyterian church. Everybody invited.
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BLINKERS,

Female
Freak What Uncle Sam Requires of
Supposed
Residents on His
Proves to be Man.
Free Land.
He May Die.
12. John
Nov.
Ariz.,
Tucson,
wild girl,"
Pike, the "Australian
who has 'been the star performer In
an exhibition given on Lower Congress street in a email tent, was bitten In the tongue last night about 8
o'clock by a moccasin snake, and he
now lies at ft. Mary's hospital In a
serious condition as a result of the
poison from the fangs of the deadly
reptile.
Ten minutes after he had been bitten. Pike was a horrible fight. His
face was swollen out of all proportions. His tongue, black from the
poison and several times its normal
size, protruded from his mouth, and
the glands stood out strong on his
neck.
He was hurried to the Windsor
hotel and a quick call was sent for
Dr. Crepln and Purcell. The physicians responded Immediately
and
labored over the unfortunate young
man for several hours, administering
antidotes and doing all In their power to relieve his sufferings.
iA.ll night long Pike's life hung in
the balance. There was a slight turn
for the better this morning, but his
condition was still so serious that
he was taken to the hospital.
Was a Man DlMguLsed.
Pike had been advertised
as a
"wild girl." He was announced as
having been captured In the wilds of
Australia and the only one of his
race in captivity. The enticing spieler who "barked" for the show was
graphic In his description
of the
magnetic power which the "wild
girl" had over snakes and the general public was invited to pay 10 cents
and step up and see the "wild girl
in the den of snakes."
A good crowd had gathered and
was looking on at the "wild girl"
when the accident
occurred.
The
'wild girl," who in every dav life is
a fairly good looking young man,
picKea up a moccaMn snake and was
holding its head close to his mouth
when suddenly the snake
struck.
The fangs penetrated the "wild
girl's tongue and he dropped
the
reptile hastily. Several persons in
the crowd that was watching
the
performance let out shrieks
when
they saw the accident. The crowd
was quickly dispersed and the "wild
girl" was rushed to the Windsor hotel, as it was quickly seen he was
poisoned.
There his disguise was shed and It
wag found that he was a young man
whose name Is John Pike, and no
wilder than the average citizen.
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Horse Shoeing
J, Korber & Go.
212

EXCURSION
To

Phoenix. Ariz.

ADVERTISE

IN

THE

ISSUED

and Return
account of the

PEOPLE

WHEN

THIRD ARIZONA
TERRITORIAL FAIR
NOVEMBER lOto 1607

$17.85

AMERICAN

TRIP
GOOD FOR RETURN
ROUND

Ho Fought at Oettyshurg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. V.,
who lout a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
18, 1007
"Electric Bitters have done me more NOVEMBER
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble, and paid out much money
No Stopovers Allowed
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Kloctrlc Hitters.
I
would not take $SO0 for what they Wu Are Glad to Answer Questions!
have done for me." Grand tonic for
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder;
sure cure for lame cack and weak
E. Purdy
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.

I

Agent

JOSEPH

AN

HOUR

TIME TO READ

HAYE

BARNETT, PropV.
mstsissmjjm

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

CLUB BOOM
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The St. Elmo

'

Significant Prayer.
"May the lord help you make
Bucklen'g Arnica Save known to all."
writes J. O. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
X. C. It quickly took the pain out
of a felon f"ir me and cured it In a
on
wonderul short time."
licst
earth for eores, burns and wounds.
25c at all druggists.
A

or

LATE-COMER-

to $33.10.

"In all case where homestead en
tries are made after November 1
1907, commutation proofs must must
snow acuai and continuous bona tide
residence for the full period of 14
montns.
"In all cases where the entries
were made before November 1, 1907
the rule heretofore existing that six
months constructive
residence fol
lowing the date of entry will be con
sidered as part of the required 14
will
months residence
remain in
force."

SECOND ST.

NORTH

BO

O

HORSES NEIGH
for 5 A Horse Blankets.
They are mighty strong,
they are long of wear,
they are warm, they are
handsome.
So, too, are the 5 A Lap
Robes.
We Sell Them
We AIsoDoFxpert

All men and women over 21 years
of age, widows, deserted wives, and

persons under 21 years who are tne
heads of families, and are not the
owners of more than 160 acres of
land, who are citizens or have de
clared their Intention to ibecome cltl
sens of the United states are quail
fled to make a homestead entry.
Not later than elx months from
date of entry the homestead claim'
ant must establish his residence up
on the land,
and after fourteen
months of actual settlement, if he
has resided upon and cultivated the
land for the last elgnt montns, can
commute or pay for the land at the
rate of $1.25 per acre, when claimant will receive a patent to the land
from, the government.
If claimant
doea not wish to commute he can reupon
the land for
side continuously
five years, and upon filing proof that
he has done ao, will receive a patent
to the land.
Any homesteader, who, by reason
of failure of crops, sickness or any
other unavoidable causally is un
able to make a living for himself
and family on his claim, can secure
a leave of absence not exceeding
one year. When a leave of absence
is granted, the time the settler Is
absent must be made up at the end
of the Ave years' residence and cul
tivation a required oy law.
The Coat.
The government fee for fliln UD
on 160 acres of public land is 118.10
The fee for showing the land to the
prospective settler, surveying it and
marking the corners 4s $10 to $15.
Distance the locator travels makes
In
the difference
his costs. This
makes the total cost vary from $28.10

X
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TIIK IlATtrcsT TII1VO THAT fcVKIl if APPI2X8 IV
voki,i
oimls. is nfi: iukth ok a
AM) T1IR lYMtTCXATK POSNKKSOlt
OP A FIVE
IS
OXR
WORTH MOKK TO HIMSKIiF AX1 MORE TO THE
liAltfiK
WOUIJ THAN THE SAVTA FE RAILROAD.
.
PSYCHOI-jOGISTSWHO MAKE A RPSINFSS OK SORTIVQ
OIT IDEAS AND SPYIVG INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
HORN, SAY THAT AFTER YOU PASS THE AtJE OF
A HO FT TWENTY. YOFR J
DAYS ARE ETERVAJjLY
OVER. IF YOU ARE STIM, ON THE TENDER SIDE OF
THIS AC;F AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
HEAD THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE AI,nCQFF.RQt'E CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE. IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF THEM Rl'N AIjONO THE LINES OF RUBIN ESS
1U II,I11 AND TRADE
GETTING. THEME IDEAS WTIX
HE SOLD, LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN,
THEY KEEP A YOUNG FELTAJW AROUND THE OFFICE,
AN D PAY MIM EVERY WEEK, TO DO NOTHING BUT
IXXK AFTER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE LIKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND $50.00
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS. AND HUN IT AS
YOU THINK BEST. I HAVE OTHER MATTERS TO
CARE FOR, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT TILVN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN IUVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNEUS, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN. ICS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF INDIRECT, IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IV THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
S
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
GLEAX
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CONVERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MTLLIOX
DOLLARS, BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING T1LN MIL DUKE.
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS -FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT 6UCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS.
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OLD SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."
r-A
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Mr''Beer "body"

is oredetermined by the Quality of the Malt Blatz
produced by trained MaUters years in service. "Aof
only hour much malt, but how good" is the inviolable rule.
By the Blatz method the vital Ingredients of the malt and the
aromatic properties of the hops are successfully and uniformly
brought out and retained. These are basic factors, ever important
in the brewing of good beer. This Blatz achievement is at once
manifest to all judges of beer quality by whom it is so obviously
appreciated.

Malt

U

rado Soilns

f
Colorado,
to Denver, Colo
H via the

mill Pueblo

Denver&RioGrande
RAILWAY

3t3 wear

central

ni

"fin nsnUTiiliNifii
ia w i.i 4" j.v
i

RHONE 14M

Date of Sale

Nov. 8, 9, and 10
Return Limit Nov. 20

call un or uliln j
F. II. McBHIDF,
Aeent, Kama IV, N. M.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Ci.

Stern, Schloss & Co.

To Joplin and Return

San I.uU Valley,
Tlirotiirli the,
tliu sun Juan county of Colo- iimIo.
lor Information as to rules, train,

S. K.

Blatz Beer may be on sala from the keg, or bottled or both. You may
be sure of the very cream of quality if you insist on BLATZ. In many
places where Blatz signs are Dot displayed, their bottled brands are on
ale. Whether in Club, Cafe or Dining Car, ask for Blatz.
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$38.35
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Albuquerque

. 'MALL,

OTHER IS SOME MONET. WE DO NOT FCTt-NIS- II
BRAINS IN SETS, BIT A PERCSAL OP
OCR COLUMNS WILL SHINE CP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

Machine

Works

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

Proprietor

Iron and Braaa Cutlnff; Or. Coal and Lumbsr Cars; Shaft-InPulley". Grad Bart, Babbit WU1; Column aad Iro
Front (or Building.
mopmlrm
Mining mm mill Mmohliry m polmtt9
Aibuqutro.ua. N.
Foundry east rid of railroad track.
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HAVE tOME IFCCLSf WITH WHICH TO $CC
CEED IT 1$ NECE$$ARY TO HAVE IOME OTHER
THINGS. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN-
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Foundry and
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I $CPPO$E

ICCEED$ LIKE CCCE$$.
TRUE.
BUT EN ORDER TO

EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY

T. A.. Denver, Colo.
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THEY $AV NOTHING
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J
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One year by mail In advance
l)ne month ly mull
One month by carrier within city limits
Riitrrcrf a second-rlns- x
matter t tho
Under Act of Congress of March 3, 187.

Tlli only Illustrated daily newspaper
medium of the Southwest.

CITIZEN.

There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there is one place In isew Mexico, noi
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, ivew Mexico.
are looking for.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to rldo or drive, aogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing in
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come ana
he territory.
go as you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined, lr you are
Conditions Ideal ror resociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MOUE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK AN i
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particular?, or address The
Valley Ranch.

.50

rtoffioo

of Albuquerque, N. M.,

In New Mexico Bin!

the best

Poultry

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Albuquerque ha fewer faults than most cities of her size, but she has
which sticks out prominently and which should Hot much longer be
'
neglected.
A tourist, who pissed through
Albuquerque doesn't advertise enough.
this city recently at night wrote to a friend here and this 19 how he described Albuquerque:
"A little town with a sprinkling of lights, sitting out on the sand In
the darkness of night; a low roofed depot, hotel and a few railroad bulUilnga
with a number of Indians offering earthenware for le on the platform."
It was enough to make the average citizen of Albuquerque take a gun
and go back east on enrnage bent.
If there is one thing we have. Us the finest depot, railroad hotel and
railroad buildings in the southwest. The man who wrote the above must
have been blind, drunk or locoed.
Hut too many eastern people have that Idea.
It can't be cured; there
Is no use In trying; such people are past help.
Cut still there la another class that does Fee us In our true light only
they don't see enough of us.
The twenty minutes or the half hour that the big through trains spend
at our station. Is not long enough for the "casual visitor" to get a really
fair Impression of Albuquerque.
of the
Out at Kingman, Arizona, where they haven't
things to be proud of that we have, the enterprising citizens have adopted
a method of advertising, which It would be well to adopt here.
They have built a monument of all the ores to be found in the adjacent
mountains and It stands an everlasting advertisement of their resources,
on the depot platform In full view of every passing train. '
Visitors chip oft specimens of ore for souvenirs', ask questions and a
whole lot of them come again, with money to develop mines.
' The people of Albuquerque
are Just beginning to realize that within
lent than twenty miles of is, the Sandia mountains are showing some of the
i
richest ores yet found In New Mexico.
On
A Citizen representative recently visited this new mining field.
the dumps of the prospect holes are to be found ore that does the eye of
a. fninincr man oroort.
There are all sorts of ore and It ought to "be put where' others can see
It. A mining man stated today that there was enough ore of different varieties to build a monument fuch as Kingman has two stories In height.
jur ,xminerciai ciut ougni to see mat sucn a monument, or some
similar method of advertising, Is placed on our depot platform at once.
IThere could not be a better advertisement and the prospectors and
' those actively engaged In mining operations
In the Sandius and adjoining
mountains would gladly furnish the ore free of charge.
average
Such an ad would surprise the
tourist and the average visitor.
They ought not to get the impression that we depend upon tourists In wln- ter and Indian pottery for a bare existence. Nothing could be more nonsensical.
The city also, could use thousands of postal cards 'with scenes of the
city and her rich adjoining territory to good advantage.
Post cards are
costly
not
and a picture does not lie when It Is not a photograph constructed to make you good looking.
The Bureau of Immigration might do a whole lot of missionary work
,' along the same line and not seriously damage Itself.
While Albuquerque U better known than any other spot In New Mexico and Is a thriving, growing city, at the same time much good could be
accomplished by a little Inexpensive advertising.
There are people who come to Albuquerque every day sightseeing, who
don't know of the biggest lumber plant In the country, which Is Just at our
city limits.
Why don't they? Because there Isn't any way to find it out until they
have met some of our people and have been directed to It.
With eight or nine passenger trains passing throungh our city every
day. It's a shame that we have no better system of reaching the people they
carry.
not
The Citizen does not for a minute mean to say that Albuquerque
already the most enterprising city In New Mexico. She Is that In every
sense of the word.
But she has grown so fast and has been so busy, she
is likely to forget that she rtlll has room to grow and expand.
The advertising of a city like the advertising of a business. Is absolutely
necessary for substantial growth and prosperity.
Let the people know what we have they'll do the rest.
on
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Furniture, Crockery, Rugs, i
House Furnishing Goods in
ir'i.ff)

New Imported English

New California Almonds
per lb. 25c.

.

SAYS

THAT

STRONG

Smyrna Imports Turkish
Figs per lb. 25c

Spring Duck
Geese
Broilers
Young Hens

SCHMITT

u

Just See Us Before You Buy

Walnuts per lb. 20c

Turkeys

Our greatest tfauCt

ARGA

Nuts

We have the best variety and finest stock in
the city call and inspect

"ve c;kt tiik news fiiist."

OVFl!KU

i:-I- V.

m

K OTIZK.V IS:
Tlio leading (oMilillcan dally nnrt weekly ncwsincr of the Southwest.
Tlio advocate of Republican principle and tho "Square Deal."

T1IK ALRlQrKRQVF, CnTZF.N ItAS:
Tlio finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated I'm H and Auxiliary News Service.

Tl

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

THE AMU Ql EHQI

'

EVENING
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A RELEASE

1

We Meet All Competition!!!

Pi

nmvs&ana

X

All Stoves and Ranges
6 inch .Stove Pipe - 6 Inch Stove Pipe Elbows

We Have
Confidence

HE NEVER SIGNED

Not Going Out of Business
25 per cent discount
- - 9c .Joint
- - - - 8c Joint

--

Get Our Prices Before Buying

l

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

1

th

'

.

1
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cd2 and affinities
Another buty old scientist a trying to figure out just what love is. Most
any one with average experience could tell him.
Its a feeling something
between a shiver and a chill which hits the youth of
summers on
up.
It makes him sad eyed, lazy and full of tumultuous emotions more or
less.
It makes him sit up late at night and get up late in the morning;
plaster his hair down .with a part in the middle of much precision; weir a
necktie of violent hue; shine his shoes until he wears blisters on his hands;
crease his trousers at leat once a week and carry a soiled lace handkerchief
pinned to his underskirt next to his heart; and sometimes it drives him to
write bad verse with the be.--t of Intentions In which event, his case is seri
ous.
At least that is the love of the good old days.
However, if the old scientist Is trying to solve the brand thnt causes
some gray haired old fossil to ehake hln good old wife and six kids and go
hunting for an affinity whose hair Is a doubtful yellow and who wears drop- stitch hose, high heeled shoes and chews gum, then we can't elucidate more
If that is love the best explanation that we can dig up Is that It is the
same sort of u feeling which tempts a man to pull the tail of the average
l
mule and said feeling Is damfoolishnes In its worst form.
Wls.-our-

A few of those Arizona papers who are continually casting nsper.-lonupon the "uneducated native hordes" of New Mexico, should remember the
noble sacrifice of Jenus Garcia, a Mexican engineer, who stuck to hts engine
and pulled a burning train loaded with dynamite away from the little town
of Naeozarl after the American members of the train crew had deserted
their posts of duty in the face of danger. Jesus Garcia was blown to atoms
with his train but he saved the town and the lives of several hundred people
In It.
Arizoriians are not likely to erect a monument to his memory and
He was only one of the "uneducated
neither is tho Republic of Mexico.
native hordes." but he had the same stuff In him which shoved row boats
across the Delaware one bitter winter night.
It III behoves people who live
In glass houses to throw stones.
s

Farintngton Times, San Juan county: S- W. Wlghtman iinUhed delivering his apple crop yesterday.
He had 645 boxes of Fancy and No. 1. which
Tie sold these to E. I). Kellogg,
he took off about an acre of orchard.
agent for the Langley Grocery Company,
and received 11.95 per
box straight.
This makes u cash receipt of $1,063.75 from about one acre
His best yields by varieties was from the Rome Beauty, with
of orchard.
His be-- t tree of Rome Beauty yielded 13
the Wlnesap a close second.
Sevboxes, and his best W'lnesup 12 boxes.
The trees are ten years obi.
eral Wlnesap trees made 10 boxes per tree.
a man these days who Is predicting that the country
When you
going to the dogs, that hard times have ct me to stay and that the tlnanc
Institutions of the country will noon crumble to bug dut, you may kni
that he is either an old moss backed democrat from the Interior of Arka
as, or that his wife takes In washing to pay the grocery bill.

"There U no art In the I'nited states," giys Geral.liiie Farrar. prima
donna. "Americans are the best Judges of music and art." ways Lillian Nor
die. Our right hand to Lillian.

ter

Taft has decided to continue his Journey as planned.'

to turn large bodies around when once they get started.

It's a hard mat

Suit Against Brewery Seems
to Rest on Variety of
'
Witnesses.
Was Joseph Schmitt unconscious.
delirious and mentally incapable of
such an action when it Is alleged he
signed a paper releasing the Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co., from all
obligations anu damages on condition that he be given a lucrative position for life by the company, and
be paid for time lost owing to injur
es received in tne orewery. are nis
hands in as good a condition for
work now as they ever were; was the
deformity In his hands caused from
he burns received in tne brewery :
These and other equally Interest-n- u
questions will be settled by the
Jury in the $25,0(10 damage suit pf
Joseph Schmitt against his former
employer, the Southwestern Brewery
& Ice Company, for burns receivea
while operating a mash cooker wnicn
him
he asserts have Incapacitated
from work.- - The case will go the
jury probably tomorrow.
Says lie Does Not Remember.
Th . plaintiff asserts that he was
unconscious when it is alleged he
signed the release, which has been
offered as evidence In the cae. Dr.
D. H. Carnes, who has been on the
stand over a day, swore positively
that at no time during his Illness
resulting
from his Injuries was
Schmitt unconscious or incapable ot
knowing what he was doing.
According to the defense the re
lease was plgned by Schmitt at the
Mar-ro- n
St. Joseph hospital, Attorney
and Jacob Loeb, now dead, prespresent.
ident of the brewery, being
Attorney Marron signed the release
for Schmitt and Sehmitt, It Is alleged, took the pen In hi crippled
hand and made his mark after his
name:
Brewery Claims Release.
The paper Schmitt Is said to have
signed was to the effect that the
brewery was released from all obligations and damages on condition
that it give .Schmitt employment at
the brewery at a reasonable salary
the rest of his life and that it pay the
doctors' bills, and all his expenses
through his Illness, resulting from
his injuries.
Schmitt worked at tne brewery up
until two months ago.
Doctor on Stand.
Mr. Cams In describing the inlur- le- of Schmitt, said that
he was
burned on the top of his head, on
the forehead, and on his hands by the
alleged defective cooker. The skin
on the back of the right hand and
pari of the palm came off like a
cast, said the doctor.
"Hut his tlngeis. instead of be'ng
deformed and drawn out of shape
as a result of his Injuries,
were
really deformed as a result of a
jatholoKical
condition, known to
medical science as a contraction of
palmut facia or Dupuytlens contraction," said Dr. Cams on the witness
stan d.
The doctor further testified that
while treating Schmitt In an attempt
to straighten the crooked ringers tha
plaintiff sild they had been that way
all his life.
In cross examination Neill R. Field
attorney for the plaintiff, intimate. I
hi his questions that Schmitt
was
dissatl-newith Dr. Cams' work.
"if the plaintiff Is dissatisfied with
the doctor's treatment he had better
bring suit against him for damages
instead of the brewery," said Judgu
Abbott.
Henry Loebs, of the Southwestern
liiewery & Ice Co., wa i n the stand
this morning. He tetll!ed that he
had made no promise to the plaintiff
to repair or provide a new cooker.
Thoina Isherwood was called this
afternoon to give expert testimony
relating to the steam fittings and
strength of the cooker.
frichmitt and Schmitt's wife are yet
to testify in the case. Another import. nit witness will be Thomas
Milet.
the nurse, who attended
Schmitt immediately after the
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold
by J H. O'P.'tlly.
Eat your Sunday dinner at the
Home Iteataurant.
Big turkey

We Accept Checks

Confident that the
Banks and Trust Companies of the country
at large, and of this

rrrr

community especially,
are absolutely sound,
the Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co will accept,

POLICE SNOW

ALBUQUERQUE

'

in payment for merchandise cashier's

checks' local

the Sparklers

ABOUT TOWN
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Filed for Itroord.
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Here Only 21
Above-Whe- re
the Coal
Man Gets on.

A self confessed felon, Sam SoloA cold, dismal, cloudy, back east
mon, agedi 27, suld to be well known November day greeted Albuquerque
In Los Angeles, la pacing a cell In this morning. Overcoats, winter caps,
the city Jail waiting to be taken back ear muffs and mufflers were brought
to the metropolis of southern Califrom their moth protected summer
fornia on a warrant charging him homes in the back closets and put
diamond
nf
valuable
the
with
theft
Into Immediate active use, for the
rings fronfa pawnbroker in the coast thermometer at the New Mexico unicity.
registered as low as 21 last
versity
Chief MoMillin was notified yester- night in Albuquerque.
day' by wire from Chief Kern, of the
llemirnvtion of Winter Wraps.
Los Angeles department,
that SoloEarly this morning on almost any
mon wan probably a passenger on
Santa Fe train No. 2. Chief Kern street could be seen individuals wildinstructed the Albuquerque police to ly swinging their arms to keep up

timimiimnHninm

Salvadore Baca and
4 wife to Magdaleno
liaca and
wife, a piece of land In Kanehos
de Atrlsco, $200.

-- Wanted

Los Angeles.

Albuqu erque, N. M.

Nov. 12.

QUERQUE

Man Confesses and Digs Up Tempeiature

'

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

ft

SOUTH OF ALBU

THIEF

by responsible parties
on banks in this vicinity; also, lavings bank
.

AND

pay-ro- ll

checks, checks signed

books.

NORTH

3

if

t
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Fresh sweet apple cider at llich-elle- u
Grocery
New Jersey sweet potatoes at the
ltlchelleu grocery.
M.
Mrs.
C.
Grady Is reported
quite ill with a severe cold.
Jones" comThe "Little Johnny
pany left on train No. 10 this morning for Las Vegas.
Triple Link lodge No. 10, D. of R.,
towill hold their regular meeting
night at 7:30 o'clock in Odd Fellows'
hall.
The reserved seat sale for Arizona
will open at Matson's book store tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock instead
of at
o'clock as heretofore.
The reserved eat sale for Arizona
will open at Matson's book store tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock Instead
of at ! o'clock us heretofore.
The Presbyterian Urotherhood will
meet at the church this evening.
The subject for debate will be, "la
Publicity lieiiellcial to Good Government
The funeral of T. B. Thompson,
colored, who died at St. Joseph hos
pital Saturday, was hold this afternoon at 2 o'clock at Borders undertaking parlors. Burial was made at
Fairview.
Dolores Olgerln de Sanchez was
toilay gruntofl her divorce from
Sanchez In the second
Judicial district court on the grounds
of desertion and failure to provide.
The couple wns married In IStUa In
Albuquerque.
They are still playing baseball
down at Phoenix, Ariz., Tucson and
Phoenix were at it on Saturday and
Tucson lost by a score of 4 to 1. On
Sunday, Phoenix defeated Blsbee by
a .score of 3 to 2. The tournament
began on Monday.
The funeral of Rev. K. 8. Lyman,
who
missionary,
undenominational
died at the St. Joseph hospital Saturday, was held this morning In Border undertaking parlors under the
direction of the North Fourth street
Gospel Mission. Burial was made at
Fairview.

this cold snap caught the people.
You would think everybody would
have on hand a supply of fuel this

time of the year, but they have not.
".Orders, came faster than. they
could be filled we positively could
not All all the orders we received
yesterday. And the majority of the
orders were from twenty-fiv- e
cents
worth of fuel up to two and three
dollars worth. Lot of people came
to the yards after their coal and
wood, but notwithstanding
that we
could not fill all the delivery orders."
Snow to tlio North.
Persons arriving from the north
report more snow on the .Raton
mountains and at Las Vegas. Two
heavy freight trains creaked Into the
local yards early this morning bearing decidedly significant
evidence
that snow had been falling to the
north.
The tops of the cars were
covered with several inches of the
beautiful.
Snow to tlio South.
From the south, though, comes a
real plaintive cry of alarm.
Snow
fell In El Paso yesterday. Is It any
wonder that it was cold In Albuquerque last night. The snow was preceded by sleet and the sleet was preceded by a drizzling ra!n, which dampened the summer feelings of all
the sunny southland.
It snowed at
San Antonio, where the annual fiesta
of that part of the country is taking place. They are playing base
ball at Phoenix with the r gloves on.

or others on a dog trot
to their office, their hands covering
their cold ears. It was cold, and the
man with the fur overcoat and fur
cap was to be envied.
A healthy man Is a king In his own
But at noon tTie overcoats, winter right; an unhealthy
is an unQuler, caps and mufflers began to disap- happy slave. Burdockman
Blood Bitters
case,

arrest Solomon as he held a felony
warrant against him and hold him
until Loa Angeles officers could come
after him.
On the arrival of No. 2 at the Santa Fe depot this morning at 8

o'clock officers Knapp and
on the
who were detailed
boarded the train and kept a close
lookout for Solomon. A man In one
of the Pullmans corresponded with
of the diamond
the description
thief furniahed y the Ls Angeles police and he wias Immediately placed
under arrest.
His Nume Wu-- Smith.
"Wanted for felony! You are mis
taken. My name ls Smith and not
Solomon and 1 don't see what un- der the sun you want with me," said
Solomon when first placed in custody
x
by the officers.
"It may be that I am wanted as a
witness In a case I wus suhpoenad
in," said Solomon a few minutes
later.
But a change came over him after
he reached the city jail and had a
few minutes conversation with Chief
Mc.Millin. He admitted that he was
blultlng when he said hla name was)
Smith. He said his correct name,
was Sam Solomon and that his home
was in New York City.
Then he confessed the theft of
two diamond rings from his employ
er in Loa Angeles, lie said that he
had been employed in u pawnbroker's shop in Los Angeles, but refused to give the name of his employer or his place ot resilience.
Goiii I lark to (iotluim.
To Chief Mo.MlllIn he said he found
his Income wa not sullicient for his
needs and a.s he was anxious to return to his home in New York and
didn't have the ready cash to pay
the expenses of the trip he decided
to take the diumond rings and decamp for New York.
He surrendered tne rings to Chief
Mc.Millln, one a
diamond
aiie1
carat
the other
diamond.
Solomon, alias Smith, Is a stylish
appearing Individual. He is slender,
stoop shouldered, clean shaven, light
coniplectlon, with light brown hair,
thin long hatchet face and bulging
forehead. He was attired in a gray,
sack suit, black
double breatested
soft telescoped hat and medium
length mixed gray overcoat.
no desire to
Solomon exnrftssed
communicate with friends or relahas wired
tives. Chief MoMillin
Chief Kern of Lo Angeles of the
of
Solomon and
arrest and confession
ls now awaiting word from the Los
Angeles oftlcers.
s

one-car-

at

eveii-eigh-

ls

circulation

pear as quickly as they appeared.
The clouds had drifted away and
the sun was beginning to get In its
work. In a few hours Albuquerque
was again In Its normal state.
The Coal Man Gets Ills.
But the cold snap put many dollars Into the coal man's bulging
pockets and incidentally came very
near putting a few gray hairs Into
hts head. Orders came in thick and
fast, faster than they could be filled, but the supply of coal and wood
in this city was not near exhausted,
so the fuel dealers say.
"No. there is no shortage In the
coal supply In Albuquerque," eald a
local dealer.
"We had enough on
hand to last through the coal snap
ana longer But its surprising how

builds up sound health
well.

keens you

.

o

No stringency In the money market with the
Building
Money
and Loan Association.
to
loan ojt monthly payments. lloom
9, N. T. Armijo building.
Take some re'.'able and safe
like KODOL for Dyspepsia.
KODOL is the best remedy known
today for heart burn, belching and
all troubles arising from a disordered
digestion.- - It Is pleasant
to take
Sold
and afford' relief promptly.
by J. II.

o'ltielly.

Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
i your grocer for It.

NOTICE

is hereby given that
my entire stock of
groceries at 122 South Second Street, will
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,

November 15. This means a saving of
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half price.
Every thing in the stock is in first class
condition, fresh and good. It means economy without privation.
C. N. BRIGHAM

f
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Club House Goods will

K

suit yo exactly. Yoa
will find them the best
you ever used. Club
House customers never
change.

E

The

COUNTY RUSSIAN SUPPLEMENTED

E

VODKA
.

I

Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles

TRULY

A WELCOME

Frtth Dairy Butter twice a week
C from Matthew' jeney farm.

A. J. MALOY

cornerstone
of that
Institution'
foundation. The scenes of the play
are on a rnnch close to the Mexican
border, nnd Fori Grant, one of the
I'nlttd States mllltnry posts, established primarily to keep the Indians In a passive condition.
The
dramatic motive Is simple, nnd the
complications which lead to the denouncement
rational.
The young
wife of the colonel, many years her
senior. being wenried to the. point of
a
r by her lonely life,
has a
passing spasm of romance and is on
the verge of elopement with almost
too transparent a villain, when the
young lover of her sister foils the
plan, but at such a critical moment that he must himself bear the
burden of suspicion or revoal the
wife's frailty to her husband who
has been to him almost aa a father.
With genuine manliness he chooses
to shield the woman nnd wait the
future for his Just ltlcatlon. Hy thus
sealing his lips, ho innocently
develops a series of crimes that are
highly tragic, and eventually a catastrophe that halts the movement of
every corpu cle. Hut when it' Is all
over and th? sun breaks through the
heavy clouds, one feels that In every
step of the affair his Judgment was
de-p-

214 central Avenue

Theatre

Many Albuquerque

Goers Will Recognize Where
Plot Is Laid.

E
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PICCALILLI
and TOMATO SOY
with your meals
at the

Interest will attach to the
engagement of Augustus
Thomas'
play. "A rlznrui," which comes to the
Klks' on Friday.
When Auirustus Thomas wrote
"Alabama," the ablest critics In America tulj he h ul writien the best
American play. The day after "Arizona" was produced In New York,
three of that city's best newspaper
Much

Columbus
Hotel
ucxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxocw
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The naming of three
share
and asking for a one-haof a fortune of lift, 000, sre the chief
a
Jaun-ItMrs,
which
features of the suit
J'adllla has had her nttorney file
court
In the Valencia county
vorce from her husasking for a
o
a
Padllln,
Zacarlag
band.
stock raiser of San Rafael, N. M.
In her complaint Mrs. Padllla alleges that she was married to the
defendant on the 27th (lay of November, 1897, a Catholic priest of
the ceremony.
Gallup, performing
to
Two children were born
the
union, a boy and a Rirl. the former
Is now S years old and the latter is
ten months old.
The complaint further alleges that
the defendant has lived with three
different females since the marriage
and asks for a divorce on the
grounds of abandonment and
well-to-d-

rt.

There are three different and distinct clauses In the complaint setting
forth nortorlous conduct on the part
of the defendant nnd naming the corespondents, nil of whom are alleged
to he residents, of San Itafnel. The
complaint sets forth that the defendant came to Albuquerque on the
13th day of last October with a woman by the name of Delores Chaves
and has since been living with the
fatd IJelores Chaves.
Wants share of IVoprrty.
further reads as
The complaint
follows:
"On or about the 14th day of October, 19t7, the defendant, ulsregard-In- g
the solemnity of his marriage
vows, wilfully and
without cause,
abandoned the said plaintiff, and up
to tills time the defendant so continues to live separate and apnrt from
her without any cause or reason, and
against her will and Consent.
"That for over a year prior to the
13th day of October, 11)07. which
dale was the date of the separation,
the defendant has failed nnd neglected to furnish the plaintiff with
any money or provMons whatsoever
fo,' the support of herself
and of
to
according
his
their children,
means,, station In life and ability;
that the said defendant Is guilty of
habitual drunkenness, and at various
times has subjected the plaintiff to
cruel and inhuman treatment.
The plaintiff alleges that on the
13th day of October, A. V. 1907, the
date of the separations as aforesaid,
the plaintiff and the defendant were
and i;-- at present time, the owners
goods
of the following enumerated
and chattels:
.
1
head
'Seven thousand (7,000)
of sheep, valued at three dollars
head, being of the total
(3.00) pertwenty-one
value of
thousand (21.-00dollars.
0.xty-flv- o
2. Five hundred;
head
"
(565) of cuttle; four hundred head
of which bearing :KTs brand "SP"
are in the possession. rvf the, defendant; sixty head in possession of
Murrleta; fifty (50) head In
Valdez:
the possession of Rafael
thirty (30) head In the possession of
Abel Sandoval; twenty-fiv- e
(25) head
In the possession of Torlblo Chavez,
which said total number of cattle,
valued at fifteen (15)' dollars per
head, making a total value of
3. IMoney deposited lu' the
First
N.
NaUonal Bank of Albuquerque,
M., thirty thousand ,(30,000) dollars,
I
which said money
.posited in the
name of Manuel Padllla and son.
That the said plaintiff and defendant were and are at the present time
seised of and in possession of the
following described parcels of real
estate:
1
Forty (40) acres of land In
Valencia county, township ten (10).
section ten (10) north, range ten
(10) west, valued at one thousand
(11,000) dollars.
"1.
.One hundred sijtly (160) acres
of land In Valencia county, comprising section twenty-fou- r
(24), township eleven (11) north. ra"8e twelve
(12) west, valued at tlve thouand
($5,000) dollars.
3. Other houses find lands In and
about San Rafael, Valencia county,
N. M.. valued at two thousand ($2,-00dollars.
Wherefore the plaintiff prays for
a Judgment and asks that the bonds
of matrimony existing between herself and the defendant be
and that the custody of their two
minor children,
Manuel Padllla and Reyes Padilla, be awarded
her.
The plaintiff further prays for n
Judgment
awarding
her one-ha( H ) of all the property, real
ami
personal, now owned and held by
the faid plaintiff and defendant as
husband and wife; which one-ha(
) interest
as herein claimed, w ill
amount to the sum of thirty-thre- e
seven
thousand
hundred thirty sven
( $3:1.737. no )
and one-ha- lf
dollars;
and. besides, plaintiff prays for one
thousand (tl.ono) dollar for attorney's fees and for all the cost of the
suit.
Klfego Raca appears for the plaintiff and It is understood that the defendant has employed the law firm
of Chaves and Sediilo as counsel.
0)

ARE GETTING FAMOUS

&

Bal-tas-

J. J. llytand, as Colonel Ilonlwin In Arizona.
critics said It was "a greater play sound and his conduct gallant and
than Alabama." The logical Infer- heroic.
ence is evident. "Ariiona," as the tid
tle would would Indicate, is a stage-tolstory of the live and love- - of
men and women llvlnf? In that pic- "LITTLEJOHNNY JONES"
turesque section of our national domain, which Is now knockinK ut the
doors of congress with the demand
The
for the dignity of statehood.
WAS JUST AS THE
sturdy
characters are typical of the Canby,
country.
new
civilization of a
a splendid old ranch man, who dominates the Aravalpa valley: his
wife;
SAID
PRESS
but peppery-tfmpere- d
their two beautiful daughters, chil- fdren of the plains, veneered with
San Francisco culture; the ortlcers
and soldiers of a frontier cavalry-pos- t
those are the principal types A Really Live Musical Drama.
that move and live in the play, mid
to be the best contribution to the
With Lots of Dash
American rtage since Hronson Howthe
laid
Bouclcault
Dion
and
ard
and Color.

Nickel

and Decorations

kind-hearte-

Work wel! done no delay
At prices you can surely pay.
State your plan and he will fit It
And you'll be glad that

"STACY DID IT
Phone

741.

325 South 2nd St.
i
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The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
-

$25.00
$6. so

-

-

-

Per Month
Per Week

- - .
llreakfast
Dinner and Supper

25c
35c

Breakfast

-

Dinner
Supper

6 to

j

to

2

12

-

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

oooCsvooooooeoooo

ELKS'

oocooooocoeoo'.

OPERA

HOUSE

Friday, November 15th.
MOLLIS E. COOLEY
PRESENTS AMERICA'S GREATEST PLAY
By

ARIZONA

Augustus Thomas

New York Academy of

Music Production

Prices 7 So $1.00, &I.GO

Seats on sale at Matson's Wednesday at 8 o'clock.
i?

EXPRESSMAN

1

We show tlicm In all praxes, ami
newest patterns, ami nil desirable
flnlslir. Prices nil the way from

StO.OO

$75.00

to

ALBERT FABER
303-3- 1

0 CENTRAL AVENUE

XIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIirTfllllllHIIlIHIlllin
Arrangements Completed for Handling

FRESH MEAT
In Connection with the former

GROCERY BUSINESS
EVERYTHING--BOT-

LINES-BE-

H

LOMORI

S23 SOUTH

CO.

&

.
SF.COXD.

QUALITY

ST

PIIOXE 791.
CXXXXX1

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCC.

At Consistent
Prices

MORRIS

NUE

j j

TRIAL EOR

ON

THE

HIS LIFE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

of Lobato at Lamy
Is To Be Fully

Killing

.

202 East Central

Sips

Michael Shoupe, a Russian as yet
ways,
unacquainted with American
police Judge
was arraigned before
Craig this morning for drunkenness
and disorderly conduct. Shoupe missIn
ed his vodka when he nrr ved
America, but he soon cam to know
and like American whissy and u
was due to his Indulgence In the latter that he fell Into the hands of the
police.
It was In the women's waiting
room at tho Sanra Fe depot that
Shoupe disturbed the waiting passengers with his maudlin singing in
Russian. It took three of his contr
panlons to overcome him and tske
him to the city Jail In a hack. Officer Bttbbltt pressed the Russian's
companions Into service in making
the arrest.
In police cour: this mornling tho
four Russians hail tulle a lime deciding which cue "hail nionty" to
pay Shoupe's fine. "Ho has money,"
chorused
the three pointing their
Judge Craig
fingers at Shoupe--wheassessed the line, but- Shoupe had
only $3.10 and a railroad ticket to
Chicago.
Then "he has money," said two of
the Russians, point to another, but
he mournfully shook his head and
turned his pockets inside out to .show
that tho stringency In the money
market had seriously affected him.
The comedy was carried Vn until the
fun got so stale the Judge ordered
Shoupe taken back to his cell.
"I got money, plenty of money.
Let me pay the fine," then choroused
each of the three, who struggled for
the honor of paying their countryKnough money was
man's fine.
quickly shown to pay many men's
lines, but one produced a ten dollar bill and Shoupe added fifty cents
which totaled his tine and costs and
he was released.
William Ullfoll was sentenced to
ten days In the city Ja!l tor

Chiffonier or a Bachelor's Wardrobe

e

Bread and Cakes
That's the Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make

For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popular now than a

Plaintiff Asks for Equal Share Subject of the Czar Gives
of Fortune of
Vaudeville Performance
$75,000.
at Depot.
lf

IS

1

WHISKY FOR

H. O'RIELLY CO.

Jm

G

H

Edwards

pack iron.

cs

:

HOME-MAD-

CITIZKHL

Seven Show Window

Keeping step with the most progressive lmir Honso of the
Country, ve nre carrying
complete line of cmhIs suitable for
Holiday. Wedding, and AnnlYcrsnry Girts.
Ilrilllnnt Cut Glnvs
Italnty ITnnil Painted Clilnn, Ulcli I,etlicr Goods, Dainty ivr-funiHottJos,
Slutting
Sots.
Toilet
In Cut Glnss
Sots, Toilet Wnters,
llrnslios, Mirrors find Toilet Articles In single pieces or nets. Handling these goods In large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
N. B. Our Prescription and Drrnt Departments always In charge
of export registered plmrmnclsts.

SPECIAL

h

RICH VALENCIA

HOLIDAY
GOODS
Our
Keep Watch
of

CLUB HOdSE
GOODS WILL

EVENING

ALBtTQ UKR Q OE

1907.

12,

d,

H

While "Little Johnny Jones" did
not have any very extravagant array of vocal talent with him, the performance given at the Klks' opera
house la.st night was one to elicit
words of praixe even from the most
fastidious
critic of this western
country.
There was enough dash
and color about it to make up for
what was lacking in the quality of
vocal music.
Come again Johnny
and tay a week.
The house was not Jammed but It
was comfortably
well
tilled. The
musical numbers were seventeen and
every one was a winner because of
the attendant gyrations of a well
drilled chorus and a splendor of appropriate costumes.
There was a
story with the play and every song
was quite in line with the thread of
the taie.
It was a story of two continents
and love. Johnny was a Jockey and
ran two races one with cupid and
another in which he rode a losing
pony, Vunkedoudle by name. And
ilieie uus a soii to go with the
lini'.-- f,
with the stars and stripes and
the chorus in red, w hite and blue.
The girl was an heiress and her
wealthy aunt sought to give a few
million for a title. The girl preferred Johnny to the t't'e, so to defeat
the aunt, the girl masqueraded as
the man with the title. Miss liixler
made a very clever earl and her
song "tJood bye Flo' 'was one of the
hits of the performance.
Tho race
for love leads Johnny over two continent. The scenes were In a hotel in London, Southampton l'ier and
Chinatown, .an Francisco.
There
was a clever moving boat scene and
the siase effect in the scene in Chinatown was a work of art.
There was a phllospher, a large
heavy Individual, In the play, who
appeared on the scene at moments
where there was nothing else doing,
with a quality of droll wit in a class
by ILself.
For instance, he said that
London was a great place for fun.
It went (Jallup, X. M., one better as
a place for fun.
The third musical number
Faucette," that of a French
woman, was Miss Bikler's beat effort.
"Little Johnny Jones" was written,
words and music by Geo. M. Cohan,
and Is staged by Jus. M. Gates. Mr.
(iate.H has several other attractions
booked for the Klks' this season and
If they are on
a par with "Little
Johnny Jones"
they should draw
crowded houses.
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Despite Ailverso
and Vein Sum Will
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foiulition. Im

alliwyl.
Itoswell,
12.
M. Xov.
The
Kiks' i'arnival closed last week after three nights of fun and frolic.
Although there were many adverse
cli ( umstunces, the carnival w us
a
financial success this year, more so
N.

it

than the management had anticipatwere about
nights. Last
year the total receipts were $2,7oO
for four night', and on that occasion
expenses
were
enormous,
the
amounting to ahoiu $2,000.
Tills
year the expenses were much less,
and the Klks hope to clear as much
If not more than they did last year.
It will be a week before all claims
are adjusted and the amount cleared caii be learned.
Accidents will happen, but the best
regulated families keep Vr. Thomas'
Kclectrlc Oil for such emergencies.
It subdue the pain and heals the
hurts.
DeWltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
Salve Is healing and soothing. (Jood
for piles. Sold by J. 11. O'Klelly.
o
TOO LATE TO CliASSIFY.
WANTED To keep- piano for winAnother great turkey dinner at the
ter, good parties, " will pay dray-ugrHome Restaurant, Sunday.
This office.
"Mad-amsel-

ed. The total receipt
$1,800 for ttie three

le

-

".

The sensational kllllnflr of Calallno
Lobato at Lamy on last New Year's
night by J. W. Morrison, an express messenger of the Santa
brunch of the Santa Fe, and
the subsequent barricading of himself in the Lamy eating house of
Morris to keep at bay an angry mob
of natives, who had
a rope and
threatened to string him up, la re
culling
by
vived
the
of the case, in
which Morris U charged with murder, In the San Juan county court.
Seir JOVfciitw Will Ihj I'leu.
Morris Will plead self defense nnd
endeavor to prove to the court that
the killing was a ca3e of Justifiable
homicide. According to the story
published abnu; .the shouting Immediately after It occurred, Morris was
trying to sleep in the Santa Fe station house and was disturbed by the
man killed and a brother.
In the
quarrel which ensued, Morris struck
one of the men with his revolver and
put them to flight. A hort time after that Morris was In the lunch
counter, which is In the same building with the station, when the two
men opened the door and started In.
The shooting followed, one man being hit and killed and the other
running away. Morris then heard
that the natives were gathering with
the intention of lynching him and
fortified himself in the Harvey hotel until the arrival of Sheriff Clos-soof Santa Fe. Morris has been
in jail since his arrest.
t'ttso Will lie lOxpciiHlve One.
There are a large number of witnesses summoned In the case and
considering the difficulty In reaching
Aztec, the trial promises
to
be a
very expensive one. The case was
taken from Santa Fe county to San
Juan county on a change of venue.
The clothing of Calallno Lobato
worn at the time of the fatal shooting affair will be used as evidence
of the bullet
to chow the course
which Inflicted
the mortal wound.
Loiiato's revolver and Morris' gun
will also be exhibits at the trial.
Colonel 10. C. Abbott of Santa Fe,
who has been retained as counsel
for ho defence will endeavor to
show, It Is understood, that Lobato,
li i was left handed
had his arm
extended at the time he was wounded, lie expects to prove this by the
bullet holes In the coat and underclothing.
In chambers last week Judge John
It. .YicFie
overruled a motion to
compel the prosecution to produce
all of the eye witnesses to the shooting at the trial as several of them
are out of the Jurisdiction of the
court but sustained a motion for tho
Issuance of compulsory process for
three other witnesses.
Harsh physics react, weaken the
bowels, cause chronic
constipation.
Loan's HeguleLs operate easily, tone
the stomach, oure constipation, 'ijc.
Ak your druggist for them.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex FiintkQt a Roofing

First and Marquette

Afboqaerqoe, New Mexico

COAL

If Your Eyes Trouble You

Fe-La-

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CKimiXLOS

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,
Mixed.

Consult

Dr. C. H. Carnes

WOOD

The Central Avenue Optician.
Kvery pair of Eye Glasses ami Spectacles lilted Guaranteed
Absolutely Correct.
AT YANOWS.
Ill W. CKNlTtAL
Phono 452 for Apitolntuicnts.

o

TELETHON E

mii,m:t sivdiii.
IttiilroHtl

Wc--

t

Aientie.

1.

,

Galvanized Cornices, Skj
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tarrks,
Air

Hot

furnaces,

Tin

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing'

305 West Gold

ALL WOMEN WILL

VOTE THIS FALL
we are making the most appetizing, delicious and nourishing
breadstuff that It Is possible to
make from the choicest Hour and
skill of the bakers art. (Jood bread
In the home Is the "staff of life,"
and we give you a staff worth leaning on. Our bread, cakes and pastry
can't be beaten by anyone.

that

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

St

Consult

a

Reliable

Dentist

Full Sot of Teeth
Gold l ining
SIJVO up U" 11
Gold Crowns
S6 -Tulnlesa Extracting.. .Mc

f

ALL WORK AHSOIXTFLT
AN TEED.

L L L

GCAR.

cTxy

Stands For

Loose Leaf Ledger

'

W. H, HAHIJ & GO,
C. F. Allen

Are you going to install one for
next year's business?
o
Hetter get in line.
"Suffered day and night the torpiles.
itching
helpNothing
AU sizes and kinds made by
ment of
ed me until I used Doan's Ointment.
Jlon.
It cured me permanently."
11. S. LITHGOW
John It. Garrett, Mayor, Ulrard, Ala.
215

Nut

CLEAN OAS COKE.
SMITHING COAL,
NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONLY.

n,

Nothing
more
appropriate for
Christmas than a photograph.
One
photographs
dozen cabinet
13.00.

LUMP.

IRS. COPI and PETTT

ROOM

A

12.

N. T. ARMIJO RLPG.

WARM

PROPOSITION

These cold mornings and evenings
us of warm underwear,
remind
blankets, and quilts. We have got
them. Uefore you buy call and compare quality and price.
A good fleece ribbed garment for
women at 25c. other. 6io to $1.2&.
Agood tleece ribbed garment for men
35c. others Due to 1115. Children',
underwear 15c to 40e, as to sizes.
Mankets 60c to J10. Quilts 1 to

P. MATTEUCCI
J. R. Field i& in the Picture
Framing Business at 515 SHOE STORE AND REPAIRS
13.10.
South First Street. All Kinds
Green
Front
Cutting,
Mat
and Picture
of
CASH BUYERS' UNIOIk
Frames Made to Order.
105 North First Street
122 north Second
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IS THE FAST
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GROWING CITY OF SOUTHWEST
There

IS

GOLD

be 30.000 People Residing Here Before 1910.
.
Geographic Location Is Perfect and Climatic Conditions
.1.
Earth-RailroCannot be Excelled Anywhere on
ad
Advantages Include Transcontinental Train Service. Big
Shops Employing Hundreds of Men ;and General Offices
and Other Institutions of Santa Fe. With Prospects of
Another Road to the East-Gre- at
Manufacturing Industries,
Including Wool Mill. Wool Scouring Plants. Ice Plants
and Breweries. Foundry. Gaa and Electric Plant Are
Features of Industrial
Social and
School Advantages Are Unexcelled, and City Is Amply Huninjj Castle, picturesque
car line between-CitProvided With Churches.

AND rNSCIlPASSKD

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOnS

CAPITAL
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rcial.

residence of Mrs. Franz

Huninp, located on
of Albuquerque and c Id Town.

y

Owing to the fart that Thp Otl-ae- n
Is constantly receiving; Inquiries
for Information about this city, the
paper today publisher a nhort and
conden-eniatemont of ficts about
Albuquerque which will be of Interest to every one.
fThe Citizen nuuireMs mat residents
of this city who have friends asking
for Information, secure copies of thin
short article and forward them or
lse fend the names to their friends
to this office.
In this way. The Citizen will be
saved much correspondence and the
persons seeking Information
will
have more of It than could be given
In a short letter.
The article will be added to from
time to time and will be published at
intervals In this paper.
Making Ilienomonal tirmvlli.
Albuquerque Is the metropolis of
New Mexico and the logical business
center of the southwet. It Is the
largest city on the Santa Fe railway-betweeTopeka. Kan., and Los
California. It now ha a population of 20.000 people, and has
grown at a rate for the past six
years, which If maintained.
will
make It a city of 30,000 Inhabitants
by 1010.
The increase In population
since
U00 has been at the rate of 1.2000
J.eople a year, and the value of city
l frailly has Increased 60 per cent generally over the city and 100 per cent
end better In many districts.
l'OBTapliical IxH'iiiion.
Albuquerque Is located in the
widest and most fertile part of the
Kio Grande valley. The river Is a
halt mile to the we- - of the city and
furnishes a plentiful supply of water
for the truck gardens, fruit and alfalfa ranches.
To the west above the Rio Grande
are several long extinct volcanoes
and above them and farther to the
est stretches prairie land for fifty
ti'lles.
The stately timber' clad peaks of
the Sandla and Manzano .mountains
rise to an altitude of 11,000 feet
eighteen miles to the east, northeast
and southeast, for a hundred miles
north and south. Between the valley
and the mountains la a flat mesa,
dotted
with ranches
and farm
lie uses. The poll of this mest Is
sandy and grows a grama grass of
superior quality for stock.
Where the Rio Grande emerges
through White Rock canyon fifty
miles to the north of Albuquerque,
rise the foot hills of the Santa Fe
mountains and there ends the valley
as far as Albuquerque Is benefited.
To the south the valley is wide and
fertile and alive with prosperous
farms, clear, to the Mexican line. El
Paso, the nearest large city. Is 250
miles to the south.
ltallrond C inter.
The railroad advantages of Albuquerque are better than most western cities of Its size. The Santa Fe

New York Preacher Makes
Comments on Design "
For New Coins.

-

id'

tft;l"&mT.

Life-Comme-

graded. The Santa Fe li is a pay roll
in Albuquerque of $Sf.iMio a month.
Irf'udini; Maniifuciurlitu; Inter mis.
Wool scouring mills, handling over 4.fto0.onn pounds annually.
M ils
Rio Grande
Co.,
Woolen
manufacturer of cassimeres. clothing, dress good-- .
leather clothing,
blankets. Angora and sheepskin rugs
car"s. moccasins, etc.. annual outpu'
llMt.000.
Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works, largest in the southwest.
.Southwestern Rrewery fk Ice Co.,
annual capacity of SO, 0(10 barrels;

I

EVERY

temperature throughout
moderate
the year renders it a preeminent lo-- I
cation for Invalids. The sun hhlnes
every day In the year, warm and
bTluht, carrying with it death to tubercular germs.
This is an Idenl climate for an out
door life. Though snows lay on the
t p of most of the peaks of the near- b mountains for four months of the
.ca:. mi Inch of snow on the ftreets
of Albc nierque is an almo t unknown freak of the weather. The
ent re terti.ory of Xew Mexico, of
which Albuquerque Is the center. Is
considered one vast anltirlum fir'
the car of the great white plague,

querque,
to witness the Indian
dances, which occur there at inter
vals.
Evidence of the Spanish re
ginie In New Mexico exists principally In the language and customs
of the Mexican population and In the
noted church structures still utand
ing In different towns.
The Amerl
can occupation was marked by the
gradual
Introduction
of
modern
improvements.
commercial
The
banta l e trail (ami In for good ser
vice.
In 1 S 7 r Albuquerque obtain
ed telegraphic communication
with
the east. On .he 20th of April. 1880
the first railroad iron was laid in the
I he
city.
old ir f t car system was
oig.nlzed on Stay 14, 1880. The first

tAn-fcel-

New York. Nov. 12.

"Gold Is the
the A rr.rTo n nonnle
By dropping the words, 'In God we
trust' from all coins in the future,
the government Is casting aside the
OnlV

IFOd

Wlirlt

of

Of

hvimnrlntf

f

ACCOSfMODATION

S150.0OO.00

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMOX

LUNA.

President.

W. 8. STRICKLEIt,

W. J. JOHNSON,
'

Vice Prentdcnt nd Caohinr.
WIIXIAM MetNTOSH,

Asnisvnt OMhier.

A. M. BLACKWELXj

J.
E.

O.

C. nAIiDRIDCE,
CItOMWKLLi.

......

..

has hidden the real divinity of the
Americans.
in igoiu we trust would
be the true motto."
.
A
Ttatr .III
Thn
ni iraiun,
"
BB
' rU 'a.
"
slstant pastor
of the Metropolitan
Temple, expressed these views today
regarding the dropping of the phrase
from the new drnLI poind v. a
which lias Just reached the treasury
department ln Washington from the
r nnaaeipnia mint.
"A Judgment oC Cod."
"The recent financial trouble Is
noining more or less ttmn a Judgment sent by Ood to a mammon following race." continunH the inv lie
"t)od has been lorgotten
Preston.
in ine Lcrea states lor yeirs and
the dnsxriptlon that has marked the
"!" "i '"o nation n . neon ...noth
tnsr more thnn a m
vu
i n
prised, however, that the nation has
had the courage to drop the mis
representing worus ana Dy doing so
make a public abandonment of the
situation."
Dr. Preston predicted that If this
country did not soon awuken
to its
siiockiiik; spiritual conuitton tt would
'
leecive ine punisnmenc ac
corded the cities of ancient days.
1 41 tarns in Wall Street.
"Everywhere in Wall street may
be seen the tracks of Lazarus," he
said. "Christianity la only an echo
and It Is not strange that God should
Vlsrit A nunlshmnt
In lh. -- Kann n
the recent panic on such an unchrls- umu community.
t.et me repeat that
the dropping of the motto from the
coins Is only tearing off the veil of
.iiriHiianity tnat tno coun
trv" has been wonrlnn.
- . . . o "fn.
"1 ncilciaUUNB.
Lven churches are owned
by rich
men.. who
..... use th.m
....... oa Oin
. . - J UW llltjll
en
as.
personal
ior
Ttte peo
Jtui3
ple wno nave amassed great wealth
are trie rumn nf (ho r.r.
r
don't believe the United States ever
trusted in uoa, especially the rich.
--
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FACILITIES

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

surplus, $iou.ogo

Capital end

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

dirbctor

orncKftm and
JOSHUA SJ. RATNOiJiS
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WHEN YOU WANTi
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MONEY

An irrigation ditch in a native subtrb of Albuquerque.
handles 300.000 bottles of bottled
beer annually; fully equipped, modern and up to date, with ice plant
of 30 tons dally capacity.
The Cry.-ta- l
Ice Co.. Ice plant, capacity 30 tons dally capacity.
but not least, the American
Lumber Co.'s new saw mill und box
factory, now completed; this plant
occupies 110 acres In the northern
part of the city; capacity 175,0011
ftet per day; best white pine on the
market; employ 3D0 men. pay roll

lt,

History of Albuquerque.
Its
Albuijuerque
name
derives
from the Duke of Albuquerque, who
wan governor of New Mexico from
17o3 to 1710. It was first visited by.
Europeans, according to the best
authority, In 1540, being then a pue- bio town of probably 12.000 Inhabl-- j
tants, Coronado, the Intrepid
ex- plorer. Spanish governor of S ino: i,
Mexico, stopped here
on
his re- nowned Journ y to the Missouri val- ley.
Accompanying Coronado was
,

j

IVi iter! I Fair took place In Albuquerque from October 3 to 8, inclusive, and ever since has been a continuous feature of the progress of
the city.
troops,
The confederate
under
Gen. Sibley, occupied the
city In
1S62. but abandoned it after several
months, leaving some of its artillery
secreted in the vicinity.
General
Phil Sheridan also saw service In this
city.
General Lew Wallace, whose
liurented
d.ath occured recently,

CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER

DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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feet,
had
cution and altitude of 4,49
iaie villa je of Isl-'tthirteen
without question one of the lines, mile south of Albuquerqu. forms a
Ury, fresh vivid relic of this Pueblo pertod, and
climates In the world.
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ESTABLISHED

L. B. RUTMEY
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Host exclusive Stock of 6ta.pl.
la tk. Bonthwest.

FARM AND

Grocrl.a

.j,

FREIGHT WAGONS

.'-""SiK.;.-.,-

N. T. Armijo Building, corner of Central avenue and north Second street The first floor is occupied by the
Bank of Commerce and four stores. The second floor by offices and third iloor by the Grand Central hotel
peka, Kan., are located here. The
Santa. Fe also has a west line thirteen 'miles south of the city and an
east line thirty miles south, both of
which havtj division point In Albuquerque and serve us feeders of the
city.
There is al-- a prospect of anot'ier
road to the east the Albuquerque
Kaatern,
rlof vwiich has been

zo

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

as for a time

governor of New
always)
.nvl
a
remained
s; lu.u li fik n,i of the territory.
Al-- !
buque'aiue being located on a great
ti.tiisotitm, ntal railway system has
jbe.n fivore.J with many Important
vIiIIdv.1.
Space will not allow details
In tins
suffice It to mention
v'.tlt
th.
of President Roosevelt on
y
19113.
',
when he1 received a
iwta'v;, uelcomv. and the city as-- 1
su.nei an appropriate splendor.
Mexico,
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prin-

ciple a good mason and
carpenter put up a house.
The foun tie tion reliable
fabrics, linings, trimmings.
The construction skillful,
honest, thorough. They've

a better appearance than
other clothes; and better
service because they're
better made.

THE RFLTER For boys 3 to
16 short, of hoary materials, warm
and errirakln. Prices $3 to f 12.

M. MANDELL
Fine Clothing & Furnishings

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RAILROAD 4.VKNUM.

M.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make the
.datlaa Ufbter, the caret lees
aod the worrtea fewer.
TOD NIEL

pr
xne
telephone
prolong
health,
jour
rer
and protects year home.
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BETTER FEELING

Eras

in

trust

COUNTRY
Henry Clews Says Better
Times and Cheaper Commodities Are In Sight.
New York, Nov. 12. A much betIn New York owing
very largely to two circumstances;
flrot, the engagement of over
of gold, and second, the saving of two big trust companies from
sunpenslon. Other factors also tond-e- d
to give relief, such as the clearheaded control of the situation exercised by strong financial leader?, and
the timely asHlftance rendered by the
government at Washington.
In consequence of these developments the security markets, though
quiet, have shown a substantial refacilitating
covery, thus materially
the liquidation which has been necessary In various quarter. While
the strain upon New York has thus
been moderated and the .crisis apparently passed without further dispressure
aster, the financial
has
ppread to all parts of the country
with varying severity. In all of our
principal cities the monetary string-encthough less acute thnn In New
York, has been exceedingly pronounced, calling for similar methods
of relief to those adopted In this
city.
The situation, moreover, was seriously aggravated by the disposition
of the public to hoard currency; but
this evil, which Is a feature in all
panics, Is gradually disappearing and
the phlp of finance, though badly
crippled by the recent storm, la emerging In much better condition than
anticipated.
Now that the worst Is over, the
universal question asked Is, what
must be now expected? All previous
panics show that after the acute
stage of crisis was passed a substantial recovery followed on the stock
exchange, to be succeeded by a period of more or less Inertia and depression. There Is no reason to anticipate any departure from this rule
In this panic, although the conditions are not precisely similar to those
of previous crises.
The one saving feature In the situation Is the general soundness of

ter feeling exists

y,

THE

NEW:

CRYSTAL THEATRE
D. H. CORDIER.

Manager.

W. Gold Avenue

112

ALBUQUERQUE'S
PERMANENT

HOKE

OF

CONTINUOUS

MODERN

VAUDEVILLE
For Ladies, Gentlemen and

These
banks.
institutions.
In the pat not always man
aged on the lint or strict prudence,
are now ns a whole eminently sound
and have endured the tremendous
strain of the last few weeks In
splendid fashion. Dishonest man
agement has been thoroughly elimin
ated from our uanks and railroads
and It Is safe to say that soundness
more
and lawfulness were never
prevalent In the-- e Institutions than
today. There Is no reason ror ais

thrugh

ChiUIrVn

Every afternoon at 8. Every evening at 8 ami 'J: 15. ladle' Souvenir
Matinee Tuesday and Friday afternoons. Cliiliirc-n'Toy Matineo Saturday.
s

Clianee of bill every Monday and
Thursday.

No Breaking-i- n
needed

In

Tlie Weak ETcnicnt.
The weakest element In the fin
anclal field has been amongst the
trust companies which had entered
the field of banking In competition
with the banks, but without the re
strictions and safeguards of the lat
ter. A breakdown In this quarter
ha. long been expected, and one lm
portunt advantage from recent ex
perlences will be that in the future
all truwt companies will have to be
managed on sound and conservative
lines.
The effects of the financial di
turbance are now extending Into the
commercial world. For
tion the banks are compelled to ma
terially restrict their credit operaMany business concerns will
tions.
consequently have much difficulty In
renewing obligations, and business
will naturally be compelled to contract more or les In accordance with
the restriction of credit.
How far
this contraction will go and with
what consequences It Is Impossible
to predict, but the sooner the fact Is
recognized that general
business
must tnke Its share of the present
upon
depression which has fallen
Wall street, tne better for all concerned.
Everything possible should now be
done to rebuild confidence and credit. Hoarded money should be restored to the banks In order to enable them to better grant the accommodations which It is their business to furnish. It Is sheer folly to
take money out of the banks and
hide It In ftocklngs or safe deposit
boxes.
If depositors are unwilling
to Invest their funds they should put
them in sound banking Institutions,
of which there are plenty, and not
deprive the community of the life
blood
Let these
of commerce.
hoardings be put back Into the banks
so that the latter can exercise their
legitimate functions of giving credit,
exbe quickly
and recovery will
pedited.
Gold Imports.
Gold Imports will do much to relieve the situation and the further
expansion of the currency now contemplated will temporarily counteract the hoarding tendency, but the
limit of assistance
from
these
sources has been almost reached. We
must now look for liquidation
In
other directions.
Commodity prices
must decline
and we will be forced to rind a market for all the surplus products
wheat, cotton, etc. even at the expense of lower prices. If necessary.
It is only by puch contraction and by
bringing our markets down to a
lower and more normal level that we
can avert further disaster. This process of readjustment may be
but it Is Inevitable, and will
In due season put the country on a
better and stronger basis for a fresh
forward movement
The country must have lower costs
of production, and this means lower
prices for commodities and labor.
After enjoying a period of nearly
thirteen years' uninterrupted prosperity and rising prices and wages,
It lo but natural to expect a movement In the opposite direction. On
the down grade because of resistance the recession Is usually violent,
and consequently less protracted. It
is to be hoped that we have seen the
worst of the panic, although not the
fortunately
end of reaction,
and
there are many features of encouragement which were not In fight a
few weeks ago.
While there are no prospects of
easy money for some time to come,
the stringency shows some signs of
abatement.
We have now drawn
more than $4 3,000,000 of gold from
abroad which Is being scattered all
over the United States. In some
quarters It Is anticipated that the
Imports will Increase to $50,000,000.
but that depends on the course of
affairs abroad.
'Hie Hale on Money.
The advance of the Bank, of England rate to the unusual figure of 7
per cent is significant. It is the highest rate since 1873. The advance by
the Hank of France to 4 per cent
are
and the Bank of Germany to 7
also signs that the foreign markets
have parted with about as much gold
as they can afford. Perhaps we may
have to get on without further Euro
pean assistance, especially as Europe
nas difficulties at Its own to meet.
There Is more or less danger of a
crisis In Germany, where there has
been great industrial expansion.
.Paris has shown much willingness
to help London, thus placing
the
latter ir a position to aid New York,
but It Is quite evident that we have
almost run to the limits of our tether in getting gold from Europe. The
bulk of this gold will soon be In the
banks enabling the latter to extend
their credits to the extent of between
$150,000,000 and $200,000,000.
This
Is very substantial and practical reself-nrote- c'

lief.
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"Jlknds
v.Uh the foot"
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utivjy

The flexible sole Red Crosi
Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.
The burning and aching

caused by stiff soles nd the
pvils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crc ss. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
;omfort.
A stylish
shoe

It Is questionable if it Is good pol
icy to continue this raid upon Euro
pean gold. If prolonged It will pro
voke resentment abroad and tend to

delay the progress of readjustment
this side which Is both Inevitable
and desirable.
If we persist, and
pay 110 heed to European warnings,
foreign bankers will begin to send
back our securities, instead of gold
at a time when we are In no condition to buy them. Moreover excessive gold Imports will tend to Infla
tion later on when the crisis is past.
and very likely lead to heavy gold
exports In the coming spring, especially In view of the further expan
sion or an already redundant currency. We had better be satl-Hefor
the pre.-en- t
with our .recent liberal
acquisitions of gold.
HEX It Y CLEWS.

011

that's

absolutely
comfortable

Stop That Cold
To rtisrk eerly eoMsnr Ortppe with "Proven ties"
menus un riefrat for I'ntMiinoiiitt. To slop cold
ith Prvvriitu ii uW ll.an to
it run and be
obliged to cure it afterwards.
To be fur, l'rt
Teuiiit win cure ev.-- a Uwply teateu colU. but
Uk. nmrl ut the snwre stage tli-- r break, or
h"d off three early euliis. Hutt's surely bettar.
Hint's wdy they are called Prwveiitlcs.
Prrventi''sre little (udy Cold ,ures. No Qtiln.
nothing sickening'. Mre fur the
tiio. 110 lln-ic- .
cliiMron and thoroughly safe too. If yon fuel
chilly, if you siwrx. if you ache all over think of
fromi'Uies nui alo save liulf your
uuitl slckni'W. And don't forget your child. If
niglitordtty. Heraiu probthere Is
ably lies PiYviituV gieuu st etlicipury. bold In
to boxes for tha pocket, also In Sc boxes of 40
ua your druggists giving you
Vreveutica.

lt

A'. Si, Rid Crtm
taunt Cll Mmi,

)xfortls,
$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,

$400

r

Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLlh
121

Railroad Atrtnoo

CLASSIFIED ADS

this quarter.

Inil

Preventics
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR RENT
house furnlsh- ed.
Apply 706 Slate avenue.
FOR KBNT A few nicely furnish
ed rooms, uy the week or month.
Steam .heat and all modern conveniences.
Hotel
No invalids.
Craige, Silver avenue, between

WANTED A competent dining room
girl at the Columbus hotel.
WANTED Sacks at Hahn s " coal
yard.
WANTED Table
boarders.
607
South Second street.
good
WANTED Boarders,
meals.
"07 South Third street.
WANTED Hoys 14 lo 16 years o.d
at the American Lumber Co.
dressmaking
at
WANTED Fine
reasonable rates. 613 South Third
street.
WANTED Your old hats and suits
to make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters, In the car.
goods.
WANTED Gents'
necoml
hand clothing, shoes and hats nt
515 South First ftreet, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED To buy a small
meat
market outfit. Hlock, scales, saws,
cleavers, knives, etc., except Ice
box. Call or address. B. B.. Citl- sen office.
once,
WANTED At
unfurnished
, house
three or four rooms east of
railroad. Address T. E., care citi-

Flrstand Secondstreets.

FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line. 501 South Third.
FOR RENT
large front
Three
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
40i West Huning avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third
street.
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
good locality.
No Invalids.
622
West lcad avenue,
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 East Central avenue, best
In the c it y ; p rices reasonable.
FOR RION'T Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Kva
Li. Craig, 502 South Second street,
upstairs.
FOR RENT Two modern sleeping
rooms, never been occupied by
820
Good locality.
sick people.
South Edith street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
electric light and bath for a well
man, at 410 East Central avenue.
Five-rooFOR RENT
modern
furnished; good location; no sick
people or children. $30 per month.
John M. Moore Realty Co.
FoR KENT House, o rooms, cor-nCentral avenue and Hill street.
per
To a permanent tenant $12
month. Apply to J. F. Luthy.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Cheapest rates in the city. Minneapolis, 524 South Second street. A.
T Povnre.
ranch with
FuR RENT A
or
good house and water. Cnsh
Address "Ranch," care
shares.
Citizen office.
FUR RENT Desirable houses hi all
Highparts of the city.
lands, only $10. Porterfleld Co.,
216 West Gold avenue.
Five-roomodern
FOR RENT
house, completely furnished, good
location; no sick people or chilM.
dren. $30 per month. John
Moore Realty Co.
er

re

PERSONAL

rROrERTT

PHYSICIANS

LO.VNS.

MONEY to LOAN

M. SHKlllDAN, M. D.

XV.

Homeopathic

Physician and Burgeon
Occidental lire Building.
Telephone, fH6.

Flanos.

Styles
AT LOW PRICES

Six room house, West New

York avenue

2,500

4 room abolx Iron roof, lot
00x400,
Mountain road,

. .
noar car line
room vouient house, '3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
3rd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close
In
5 room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd ward
5 room frame, 4tli ward,
corner
Three room brick, Fourth
.. . .
ward
resi- One of the
dciicoa In town
Six room
brick, modern,
close In
Seven room brick, mod-

944.

1,500

&

SALESMEN

4

2,000
1,100
3,000
2,650
,

1,500

LI VERT,' SALS, FEED AND
DR. J. E. KRAFT
TRANSFER STABLES,
Dentnl Stir-ry- .
Horses
and Mules Bought and
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnett Building,
changed.
Over O'ltlellv's I) rim straw.
Appointment made by mail.
BEST
TOURNOUTS
IN THH CITI
Phone 744.
Second Street, between Railroad aa
Copper Avenue.
KDMUM) J. AlXiJr'Il,
D. 6.
Office bourn, 0 a. ni. to 12:30 p. ni.
1:50 to 5 p. ni.
Appointments made by mall.
30rt West Central Ave.
I'hone 450. ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

l.

Don't Forget The

LAWYERS

1,400

t

salesman
WANTED Capable
to
cover New Mexico
with staple
line. High commissions with $100
monthly advance. Permanent position to right man. Jess H.
Smith Co.. Detroit. Mich.

ern
Randies from two to 200
crew.
Tns in all parts of town.
alfulfa ranch within a few blocks of the
xtrer car line
alfalfa ranch Ave

7,500
3,250
3,500

1. lillVAM
Attorney at Law.
Office, Firm National Itank Building,
Alubquerquo, N. 51.
11.

So-ae-

FOUND

A. MONTOYA

V.

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.

4,500

An Eastern Staf pin. Leave
miles north of town $63
FOR SALE 3 room frame, large LOST
per acre.
at Citizen office, and receive relot, city water, $950. J. E. Elder,
ward.
FOn HKNT.
9 N. T. Armijo building
from 1 to I rooms.
,etttjjrquoise and " Tfonses
FOR SALE t'nfuer lot, close in; a LOSTrirUreastuln.
Money to loan In sums to suit.
pearls with diamond set In center.
bargain. Dale Realty Co., 100
$ 1 0 reward this oflice.
South Broadway.
of gold spectacles In
FOR SALE 2 blocks Terrace addi- FOUND Pair
the Elks 'opera house the Primtion, a snap. Dale Realty Co.) 100
rose Minstrel performance.
OwnSouth Broadway.
er can have same by Identifying
FOR SALE A. base burner stove In
paying
and
ad.
this
At
for
the
first class condition. J. E. MatReal Mutate and Loans. Notary
Citizen office.
thew. Phone 884.
Public. 213 W. Gold Ave,
FOR SALE A five room cottage
with bath and wired for electric
light.
Price $2600.
Apply 423
South Walter.
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
FOU SALE Standard
bred collie
pups. None finer In the territory.
BARGAINS IN REAL ESTATE
4- - room
brick, modern. $ 2, ISO
403 South Edith street.
Wm. Bel-de1 1 room
brick modern 10.000
5- - room
frame, modern 2,200
FOR .SALE Lots all over the city,
6- - room
brick,
modern 3.200
by
Henry
Mrs.
Recommended
cash or easy terms. One or two
frame, modern 3,500
Porter- - Symes. to develop the bust from 4
real bargains Just now.
brick storeroom
to 6 Inches.
field Co., 216 West 5old avenue.
size 25x60
3,000
Guaranteed to be made from the
a in d mills,"
FOR SALE Aerm.-.o1 store
building, good
Galega Extract. Is perfectly
tanks and subitructures. Wolklng true
7,500
locution
mless.
& Son, 707 North Eighth
street. huiThe
o
ranch, under
Vaucalre Formula is a general
Phone 1485.
6.400
ditch
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
Best Paying hotel busiFOR SALE 6 room modern brick, the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
ness In city, cash.... 1,800
full size lot, first class condition;
9
a bargain.
N.
T.
J. E. Elder,
Highland Pharmacy and
Armijo building.
FOR SALE The finest hot tamaleS
Pharmacy
219 South 2nd Strut
In the city, also chill con carne.
OCXXXXXX)C)CXXOOC)OOCXX)C)OOC)00
4 08
West Tijeras.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted The Youth's Companion Calendar
honey Tor $1; 60 pound can for $5.
lor 1UOS.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
The publishers ot The Youth's
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M,
will, as always at
this
FOR SALE 3 room brick, cellar. Companion
present to every subscriber
large
porches,
stable,
poultry season,
($1.76)
Subscription
Is
paid
whose
houses, $1,250. J. E. Elder, 9 N. for lHOH a beautiful calendar for the
T. Armijo building.
new year. Four paintings by artists
FOR SALE Four-roohouse, rtoulh of distinction are reproduced In the
Will four panels of the calendar by a proEdith street, at a bargain.
exchange for lot or two. Porter-fiel- d cess of color printing which
has
Co., 216 West Gold avenue.
been recently brought to remarkable
of the pun els Is
FOR SALE To save expense of excellence. The first
foreclosure, we can sell you two an inspiring sea scene, full of the
four-roolihuses In good shape, beauty of the wide ocean and sky,
the Joyous ruh of the homewarboth for $1600.
$400
cash will and
d-bound
ship. The Second is u
swing the deal.
Porterfleld Co., fine
rattlu piece. The third pictures
21
West Gold avenue.
an
old
mill
at Zaandum typically
Including
FOR SA LE Furniture,
In treatment. The fourth panel
tames, center tables, beds, dress- dutch
depicts a "Girl with Roses" a
ers, kitchen cabinet, stoves, bookIn color and
face, exqui-itcase, settee, refrigerators, rockers, charming
expression.
pictures
are
All the
chairs, china closet, etc.
Also a worthy of preservation
after
good hor.se and buggy; price $125. lftOS has passed into the long
good old
Anr!v 208 South Edith street.
times.
Magnificent
e
FOR SALE
assortment
1. .
nees, grapevine, roses ana.
ui run
Best remedy for mn'hers to usf
ornamental stock. Let us "figure
on your requirements In walnuts, Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
nearly as good as maple uir,
tastes
either '.n grafted of seedling trees.
Luther Burbank's latest creations, it contains no opiates. Sold by J. H.
largest nurseries on the Pacific O'Klelly.
coast; 1.200 acres.
Capital paid
New Illustrated
in $200,000.00.
catalogue and price list mailed
free; contains valuable Information. Address Fanrher Creek Nurseries. Box ."9, Fresno. California,
(leoree C. Hooding, president and
manager.

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerquo. N. M. ,

TII08.

K. D. MADDISOX

Attorney-at-La-

Office with

V. R. Chlldera,
West Uold Avenue.

117

INSURANCE

LINGERING COLD.
Wlilisdootl
Treatment
Other
But
Ouiikly Cured by I'liHinlM'rlaln'b
touli Keiiietlv.
"L-- t
whiter I caught a very severe cold which lingered for weeks."
says J. I'muhart, of Zephyr, Onta"My cough was very dry and
rio.
haixh. The local dealer recommendCough
Remedy
ed Chamberlain's
and guaranteed It, so 1 gave It a
trial. One small bottle of it cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Couah
Remedy to be the best I have ever
l
used " Thi remedy is for sale
drugblses.
o

Laxative
Cough Syrup

Relieves Colds by working them out
through a copious and
healthy action of the bo vels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing tha
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchia! tubes.
"As pleasant to the fast
s MpU Sugar"

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

rort a on adi

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and halt
Steam wansefe Factory.
EM IX KLIENWORX
Masonlo Building, North Thlr4 atre

WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Secretarr Mutual Building Association
SI7 Went Central Avenue.

PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY Kodak films developed and printed on velox pa- HOrSE FURNISHERS.
NEW ANB
per. Reasonable prices. Bend for SECONDHAND. WE BUY HOTOX-IIOL- D
price list.
Homer Howry, 006
GOODS, III W. GOLD AVU.
Caromlelet St., Lot Angeles, Cal.
G. N1IUSEN, MANAGER.

MISCELLANEOUS
BORDERS,

JXXXXXXXXl

HOME

OUTFITTERS

I'XDERTAKER.

1221

Every Thing
Necessary for

BPEXCER
Architect.
South Walter.
Phone 555.
K.

A.

XV.

MORELLI

T.

Merchant Tailor ,

CXXXXXJI

Housekeeping

M

DAVIS & Z EARING
303 W. Gold Ave.
ZZXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

HAIR DRESSER ANT CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. BamhlH, at her parlors o spoil!
te
tOS North
the Alvarado and next door to
Stroet
Sturges cafe. Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hale
KOIiOL In offered on a guaranteed
treat corns, bunions and inplan for the relief of heart burn, dressing,
nails.
the give
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of growing
treatment
and manicuring.
Mr.
tr.m, nausea, anj all stomach trouown
preparation
of comBambini's
bles, it UiBe.'tM whut you ent. It will
up
cream
plexion
skin
builds
the
innke you healthy. Sold by J. H. Improves the complexion, and andt
O'ilielly.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, wans and superfluous
AND CURE
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Kor any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult sirs. Bambini.
WITH
Card signs, "Roon.s rir RenC
"Hoard," etc.. for sale
the office o
The Evening: CItUen.
CLEANED. PRESSED and REPAIRED

rirst

ma-wag-

KILL the COUGH

the LUNC5

of the system

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
fight.

Dr. King' 8

New Discovery

I

Children Like It!

Are you looking for someming? ReKIDNEYS Tn
For BACKACHE-WEmember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial BtVltt'l Kidnej intJ Bladdir Fills-S- un
ins Sati
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
J. II. ORIDI.LV & ( O.

Avdoo

A. K.

.

Plumber

C

TublK

e

If You Want A

JAP-A-LA-

408 Won Railroad

and II, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone IS6.

m

Kennedy's

DEVOES READY PATVT
SOO Sqnare F
fAXAUTITO ROOF TAINT
Stop Leaks. Lasts Ftre Tear,

one Gallon Covers

12

ICooiim

Iflo-acr-

m

Thos. F. Keleher

B. A. SLEYSTKR
Insurance, Real Rotate, Notary

r

M. L. SCHUTT

THK ODDEST MILL IN THE CTTT.
When In need ot aasb, door, framee
eto. Screen work a spedaity.
Mouth First street. Telephone 405.

T
IRA M. EOND
Dealers In Qrscertes, Provisions,
Attorney at Law.
urain ana Fuel.
Pensions, Land ratents. Copyrights, Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqaer
and Cigars, place your orders te
Caveats, Letter la tents. Trade
this line with us.
Marks. Claims.
S3 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
NORTH TH .D WT

--

do

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

DENTISTS

FOK SALE.

WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men, between age of 21 and 85;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.

AI-vara-

Highland Livery

te

80-oc- rc

n.

CARDS

MIL,liNBRY

zen.

and

BUSINESS

RAMBROOK BROS.
Organs
horses a specialty. Urn
saddle
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels
dr. r. J. rATcm.v.
drivers In the city. Proprietors
also on 8ALARIE8
ANC
WARI
"Sadie."
tha plcnlo wagon.
Physician and Surgeon.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $14
'and as high as $$00.
Office over Vann Drug Store. OfLoans ar
lutckly made and strictly
to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and
private fice hours
7
to (4 p. m. Phones, oflice 411, resiTime: One month to one year given
SCHVVARTZMAN & WITH
6U3.
dence
Good
rmsln In your possession
Our rates are leasonsbl. Call an'
DR. 11. L. HTJST
Meat, Poultry and Fish
see us ttefore borrowing.
Physician and Surgeon
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
Rooms 6 A 7. N. T. Armijo Building.
21 1 W. Contrml, Tel. 829
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Pldg
DR. SOLOMON I. BURTON.
10$ 4 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICBH.
Physldnn and Surgeon.
Highland office, 610 South Walter
Open Kvenlnis.
Up-to-Dastreet Phone 1030.
DBS. BRfWSON
BRO.VSON
LADIES' TAILORING
Homeopathic
I'liyslcians
and Bur- REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
And DRESSMAKINC
Over Vann's Pmg Store,
(on.
MSS CRANK
Phone. Oflice and Res., 628.'

Furniture.

On

WANTED Hooks lo audit or correct, bookkeeping or olflce systems
to open, books to keep evenings.
Much experience. Address, D. S.
B., care Citizen office.
WANTED Ladies desiring new fall
style In millinery to call on Mis
Crane, 513 North Se.'ond street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted.
Thone

LOST

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES

j

m

Standard P!cm!ing& Healing Co

AK

WANTKn
this column.
T

You can get It through

3

Co-US"-

JEla.

.U N rr D SATISFAC'iOiii
l Gr UA
t
i.Trw riM?nMriMi

jT

ir

o

.X'iulU'ttls

Is due in a iaiice measure to abuse
of the Imjw,I-- , by employing ii rustic
purgative. To avoid all danger, use
only Ir. Kintt's New Life Pills, the

afe, gentle cleansers

and lnvlgora-tor- s.
to cure headache,
malaria and jaundice, at
25o.
all drag stores.

tiuaranteed

bilUuiMii-.-j-

.

r
1

RLBTTQUERQUE

HOW EIGHT.

s

PARAGRAPHS
If fur any reason you should
fall to receive The Evening
1'ltlien, rail up the Postal Telegraph Company, telephone No.
36, giving name
and address
and your paper will be delivered by special messenger, with
out charge.

A

it Than
Stylish Looking.

Shoe
Saves The

Purchaser
Money

Oeorge Ames

H2.50

to

Men's Work Shoes
$1.83 to
Men's Hunting Shoes
:t.5o to
Women's Dress Shoes
$2.50 to
Women's Street Shoe
$1.75 to
Women's Slippers
$1.10 to
Children's Shoe
8.V to

$1.00
$3.00
$.voo
$5.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50

n

Nothing But

LATEST
STYLES
MISS LUTZ
208 South Saeond

n

0 OOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOO

DENNETTS CURIO STORE
109 North Flrtt St.

All Kinds at Indian and Miaxlean Goods. Tba Cbaapast
Placo to bay Navalo Blankots and Mtxlcan Drawn Work.
Mall Ordarm Carefully and Promptly nilad.

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamond. Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glasn,
Invite your trade and guarantee

In

Clocks, Silverware.
A Square Deal.

We

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOCXX

Dress Clothes
We carry the biggest and most elaborate assortment of Dress Clothes to be found in the
city. Our fabrics have been carefully tested and
we..can vouch for their wearing qualities.
Your order if placed with us will be made up
with all due care and attention, and we guarantee satisfactory results.

1

::

0 South Second St.

To Men's Shoes
COE

J EWE LEU

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

r

mtmamssoaaeaymsmamamwsrjismmmmciim

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Sam Peck's Fine Clothes jor Hoys.

We say
this to you

St. IxmiI Wool Market.
Nov. 12. Wool steady;

louls,

St.

unchanged.

New York Money Market.
New York, Nov. li. Prime mercantile paper nominally 7 10 per
cent: money on call strong, demand
6(erl2 per cent; ruling rate 10 per
cent.
New York Stock.
Atchison
72

Preferred

Pennsylvania.
Southern Pacific
L'nlon Pacific
Preferred
Amalgamated Copper
V.

S.

SNAPS
List of Odds and

48
24
84

.S

Ends We Wish
to Clean Up.

Unl-ersl-

Dollar for dollar, the price you pay for our
Stein-Bloc- h
made Clothe it met on the levelj
by the quality of goods that is in them.
If you doubt, we want you. If you don't

Six dandy "close in" lots In Grant
Tract, city water, etc.. $150 to $200
each.
Seven fine
Row, Central
$350 each.

- on
Honeymoon
avenue from $150 to

lots corner
Four
First street and Roma avenue, $400

'

doubt, you have known the clothes and
will come anyway.

'

Tor the right party. One of t
the
transient ho- -tela In the city.
Iirectly oppo.-it-e
the Sunt:i Fe depot. A
niniiey maker. Kent very reason- utile, lung lease.
Uoome taken
every niKlit. All new furniture
nil c.triieis. ltu'lv linrerl Hnil
I'Utit.i. Everything first. class.
will sell for part ca.-hbal- atu-to suit the buyer. Keason
f'ir disposing of business, owner
Ins other business out of the
city.
Inouire ut Th
"itlzen a
t

$15 to $30
Overcoats $15 to $25
Suits

9

lr

office.

'

(ireen Roans,
Max neans,
Cauliflower, .
Ireuli Tonuitocg.

to $500 each.

Seven business lota on Copper
including corner, $900 up.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

I

All

WUROKON
Curmbla Biaaoa

Mo

Traa'ad.

Charga tor Contultmtlon.
r. Armljo Building.

"4 N.

I

MAJESTIC

W. Central

3

Avenue
RANGE

GO.

General
Hardware

is the product or the world's achieve-

ments in stoves. All the best features of all other makes have
been incorporated in this one, and objectional features eliminated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the ii
line of perfection than
any other range. It
saves your fuel and
your time and produces heat when you want
it, where you want it,
and in quantity as desired, all at a minimum of attention. If
you have never used
;
the MAJESTIC, you
have never used the best.

One extra choice business lot on
Central avenue, between Seventh and
Eighth streets, $1,000. ..

One good brick residence and three
50 foot lots
in
Eastern Addition,
only $1,250.
50

RAABE & MAUGER
Prepare For The Winter.

your

ad
dress t our office and we will call
with an automobile and show you
around. Telephone No. 899.

Buy Your Stoves Now.

IT WOULD PAY YOP TO COME IX AXD HAVE CS SHOW YOU SOME GOOD STOVES AND
RANGES. WE TAKE PLEASURE IV snOWlXG THEM TO YOU WHETHER YOU WISH TO
BUY NOW OR NOT. THEY ARE THE KIND THAT GIVE SAISFACTION.

COOK STOVES FROM $7.50 to $18 RANGES FROM $20 to $50
WOOD AND COAL HEATING STOVES $1.25 to $18

TERMS One half cajfh, balance
winhln one year.
TITLES Perfect,
abstracts fur- nlshed.

If you wish telephone

1

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

We Also Have an Assortment of

Sheet Iron & Tent Stoves Which We Offer at Reasonable Prices

WE AIM TO
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME
.
..
v . iu i nn mil .
HAVE FIVE HUMHtED DOLLARS
WORTH OK SMAIJi NTOXKS VK
WILL SELL AT IXVF.R PRICKS
TIIAX THEY CAN UE BOCGUT AC
WHOLESALE.
VAX.N JEWELRY CO.
One Door SouUi of Drug Stonp,

CHAMPION
Grocery Company
now liave a full line of
MONARCH CANNED GOODS
ALSO DESERT I11UND
AM) PALACE CAR
BRAND.
Save money by buying of
THE CHAMPION GROCERY
WV

COMPANY

DR. C. H. CONNER
oarxonATMio phybician and

The

lVttclion,

(Squn.sli,

321-32-

Tinners

Apples,

Persimmons,
Pumpkins,

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
Plumber$

Malugom,
(fell Tor ilia Grain-- ,

ItSSLr

semi-busine- ss

Surety Investment Co.
Albuquerque iAml Co.
I (roadway Ind and Investment
Co.
I'nivcrfciiy Heights Improvement Co.
P. K. n. SEIXKRS. Manager.
11,
Office rooms 9 and
Cromwtt
Building, over E. L.. Washburn & Co.'a Store.

A SNAP

i

Imported

The Monarch Grocery Co.
Three residence lota In Duran &
avenue,
Addition,
Granite
Alexander
Phone 80. $07 W. Central.
between Third and Fourth streets,
$100 to $150 each.
OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

My store, will he oIowmI Nov. II u)
Mil, to take an Inventory. 1 will
ou Nov. 15th offering my en-

OT.lelly.

SIMON STERN

SATURDAY SPECIALS.
Itnnanas,
Florida, Oranges,
Watermelons,
I'TOHh Coooanatg,
Concord Uraitea,

Six beautiful ''"close In 'residence
lota In Perea Addition, Including two
corners, $150 --to $275 each. '

We

$3.50 to $5.00

ty

n

and we doubt if anotjier dealer in this city
can say the same and prove it:

Are to well known to require any praise from us.
carry them in all stylea and shapes.

$2.203.60.

Twelve choice 60 foot lots In
Addition from $150 to $200 each.

.

W. L. DOUGLAR SHOES

livestock.

Chicago, Nov. 12. Cattle receipts
11.11$. Market easy. Beeves $3. 60S?
11,000. Market easy. Beeves ti.hOli
fr 5.7"; Texans
J.254.00; westerns
t3. noii5. 20; stockers and feeders
and feeders $2.25 ifi 4.40.
(.Sheep receipts 20.000 Market 10c
higher. Western
2.00 (if 5. 00 ;
yearlings $4.755.50: lambs J4.00Q6.75;
$4.00(Q6.50.
westerns
Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 12. Cattle receipts 11,000. Market 10 to 15 cents
lower. Southern steers $3.0004.25:
southern cows $1.75 gr 3.00; stockers
and feeders $2.7504.60; bulls $2.10
4i'3.R0; calves $3.50(38.75:
western
steers
$3.50ifr4.70;
cows
western

Every Pair Guaranteed.

$5.50 to $6.50

S

Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's cost the great value of
Ten tracts of garden truck and or- this scientific prescription known to
chard lands of from. 5 to 20 acres druggixts everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Avmeuy, cjota Dy an aeai
each under good ditches. Mile and
a half from city, only $50 to $60 per erf.
acre. Similar land elsewhere In the
$100,000.00
territory Is selling at from $125 to To loan in sums
to suit on first class
$225 per acre.
business property. John M. Moore
Realty Co.
Twenty choice 50 foot lots in
Heights from $35 to $100 each.

One small brick residence and two
font lots in Eastern Addition,
only $750.

tire Htm-- of trroecrlee to the public
at cot. C. X. llriKham.
Keep your feet warm and dry and
colds will not trouble you. You can
easily accomplish this by buying a
pair of our rubbers.
All sizes for
men. women and children.
C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Central avenue.
DeWttt's little Early Risers are
the be-- t pills made. Sold by J. II.

Are World Renowned.

Sheep receipts 8000. Market nvBk.
Muttons $4.0004.75; lambs $5.00W
6.10; range wethers $4.255.00; fed
ewes $3.2510:4.75.

SCRATCHES.
Till I criu-around the liv-oau.s' liy iDlil mud, wiow, etc. It
Isi a winter trouble).
Wash tlie parts
clean anil wipe dry and then applv
Silver Pine Healing Oil." In cold
nvalJift kNp the feet cluan, warm
and dry while In the ham. E. W.
IW. 602-ttSouth
First street.
I'Ik.iic I ft.
The dancing class conducted
by
airs. Kettn at the Woman's
club
building, will change the evening of
meeting from Friday to Monday at
the usual hours. Children's
class
from 7 to 8: SO p. m.
I

HANAN & SON'S SHOES

Ill
77

Preferred
ChUwgo

ViW50ii

S3V
98 W
109 '4
6SX,

New York Central

o

Ut9

We Claim to Have the Two Strongest
Lines on Earth.

ItO
South
Second

PiNE WATCH REPAIRING

aking

119 SOUTH SECOND ST.

When It Comes

Lanse Grinding Dons on Premises

1.

profit-m-

C. C. PERRY

loof.

the city from

is
Chas. Bennington, of Helen,
registered at the 8avoy hotel.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
Rio C.th !!(!. dlvl'lon. Is In the city
from San Marclal.
A marriage license wa Iwued today to Solomon Oonales and Bener-and- a
Apodaca, both or Albuquerque.
W. H. rtuike. the veteran drink
mixer of Albuquerque, hus accepted
a pos'tion at the new Lobby saloon
on Central avenue.
Klfego Biica. the attorney, went to
Alameda today to look over a ranch
he recently purchased from Alasun-di- o
Sandoval of that place.
wine
Adolph Didlcr, the veteran
manufacture of Helen, spent yester-du- y
in the city attending to business
and returned home last night.
Kilsworth Itigulls, special attorney
In New Mexico for the department
of Justice, is In Las Vegas on business for the Interior department.
W. J. Hancock, traveling manager
for the Fraternal Brotherhood ,1s in
the city from Los Angeles, looking
after the Interests of the local order.
There will be a regular meeting
of the Women's Relief Corps tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 In the Red
Men's hall. By order of president.
Sadie Bowdlch, secretary.
formerly a
Henry Eisenmeyer,
passed
at
clerk
the Alvarado,
through the city last night en route
to El Paso.
He has been transferred
to El Paso from La Junta.
F. O. Bartlett, a prominent sheep
raiser of Socorro, arrived yesterday
on the limited from Kansas City, and
left for his home at the Oem
City last night on the late train.
Ifnlted Suites Senator Bard, of
California, passed through the city
yesterday on the California limited,
en route to the coast from Washington. Senator Bard was accompanied
by Mrs. Burd.
IB. F. King, of the rising town of
Cutter, N. M., Is In the city on business.
Mr. King says that Cutter
has a 120, 000 hotel and a bank and
that the bank Is not issuing scrip In
payment of checks either.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Morrlsett, of
Belen, returned home last night after a pleasant visit of two days duration in the city. Mr. Morrisett is a
confidential clerk in the office of J.
V. Key, superintendent
of construction on the Santa Fe cut-of- f.
A special communication of Temple lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M.,
will be held at the Masonic Temple
Wednesday
on
evening at 7:30
o'clock. Work In the M. M. degree.
Visiting Masons are
Refreshments.
cordially invited. By order of the
w. M. Frank H Moore, acting secretary.
J. A. Weinman, of the Oolden
Rule Dry Uoods company, and his
brother, Harry Weinman, of Philadelphia, will leave tomorrow afternoon on the limited on a pleasure
trip to California. They will be ab
sent from the city two or three
weeks. Mr. Harry Weinman is a
banker of the Quaker City and is in
the city on a visit to his brother. '
William B. Maness, aged 48, bridge
foreman lor the Santa Fe at San
Murclal, died this morning of typhoid fever at his residence, 714
South Arno street.
He is survived
by a wife and three children.
Mr.
Maness lived at Wellington, Kan.,
before he came to 'Albuquerque and
was a member
of the Masons in
Wellington.
His wife and children
will leave with the remains In the
morning for Wellington, where the
funeral will be held under the auspices of the Masons.
EASY MONEY ONCE MORE.
Bid before Nov. 16 on the book
accounts and note belonging to the
bankrupt estate of H. J. Haver-kamp- f.
Notes and accounts amounting to over 12,000.00 at a big
discount to wind up the
estate.
For schedule and Information see
or address, J. A. Miller, Trustee, Albuquerque, N. M.

OOQCXXXXICXXIOCXX

ITEIITT

Is

1

u.

TtKsn.w; November

is In the city from San

C Hefon

Ma rein

(iIttI

I

La my.

This Is the reason why nn many
iihoes are not durable. They are
only to sell.
If you want to be sure of Retting durability as well as style,
buy our unties. They look well,
fit well, wear well and are closely
priced.
Men's Dress Shoes

iI

ii

.

Others Tust as

Durable

I

If!:

It Costs More to Make

;

Cxelnslva Optlelans

mttiuitnrtiif
'

UlTIZKU.

Whan you daalro Abaoluta
Comfort In Properly Pitted
Qlaaaaa Consult ua.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

PERSONAL

f

ETEKINO

Proprietors!
pnonaat
twttwiMimwnmtwn

PLEASE

B

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our .yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The following- ad, or one similar to it, appeared for
years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Rounds

Guaran-

teed or a Present Made
of the GoaL
We defy

any individual, firm or corporation
given to any ot our customers.
We Handle the L1EGT Gallup Coal, American Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

to truthfully say that short weight was ever

JOHN S.

BEAVEN

502 South! Fint

'

